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1 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6080020 Risk & Internal Control 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring NULL NULL

2 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT7142020 Internal Audit 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course will cover internal audit from a broad perspective 

that includes information technology, business processes, and 

accounting systems.  Topics include internal auditing standards, 

risk assessment, corporate governance, ethics, audit techniques, 

and current issues. This course covers the design of business 

process, the implementation of key control concepts, plus 

tactical, strategic system, and operational areas. After finished 

this subject, students expected to understand the theory and 

implementation of internal audit in work place.

LO1  - define internal audit standard, 

guidelines, and current issues and IT usage in 

the process of internal audit, LO2  - explain the 

role of corporate governance, risk 

management, and internal control in internal 

audit, LO3  - describe the internal audit 

activities, professionalism ethics, approach, 

and strategies, LO4  - design audit planning, 

fieldwork, reporting, and audit assurance

3 Accounting Akuntansi BUSS6131020 Ethics & Corporate 

Governance

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring The purpose of this course is to understand the social, legal, 

political, and ethical responsibilities of today’s businesses to 

both external and internal stakeholder groups. Students will 

learn how effective business decision makers can balance and 

protect the interests of various stakeholders, including investors, 

employees, consumers, the community, and the environment. 

Students will also discover professional ethical code and how 

strong business decision-making skills are particularly important 

as today’s businesses maintain business continuity in the midst 

of intense competition.

LO1  - define the concept of corporate 

governance in business  society, LO2  - explain 

the ethics issue in global environment, LO3  - 

interpret the role of each stakeholder in 

corporate governance, LO4  - analyze the 

corporate sustainability  accountability

4 Accounting Akuntansi FINC6006020 Financial Modeling 

Laboratory

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course is expected to provide insight to students about how 

to use of MS-Excel 2013 as a tool for doing financial analysis, 

making worksheets, and making the best decisions. This course 

also comprises of basic financial knowledge to undertake finance 

and investment decision. At the end of this course, the student 

will be able to demonstrate spreadsheet techniques and tools in 

financial context.

LO1  - Describe Spread Sheet Basic for Excel 

2013 and Financial Statement, LO2  - Analyze 

Cash Budget, Financial Statement, Financial 

Forecasting, Break Even Point and Leverage, 

LO3  - Calculate Time Value of Money, 

Common Stock Valuation, Bond Valuation, 

The Cost of Capital, Capital Budgeting, Risk 

and Capital Budgeting, LO4  - Apply Portfolio 

Statistics and Diversification

5 Accounting Akuntansi FINC6073020 Lab Trading Simulation 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course designed to provide student the real situation of 

financing and trading in the capital market. First, student will be 

introduced to trading plan and strategy to meet their investment 

policy and investment target based on real data and will be able 

to evaluate and benchmark their portfolio performance to other 

similar investments on capital market. Second, student also will 

be introduced on futures and options markets as well as 

commodity derivatives. In analysing market then technical 

analysis and fundamental will be provided as a tool analysis to 

accurately forecast the movement of price in the market.

LO1  - Explain basic Concept Future Contracts, 

Forward Contracts, History of Futures Markets 

and History of Options Markets; Mechanics of 

Future and  Option Markets, LO2  - Calculate 

the Hedging Strategies on Futures, Options, 

LO3  - Calculate the other instrument : SWAP 

and Derivatives , LO4  - Explain the basic 

concept in technical analysis , LO5  - Apply  the 

advanced techniques in technical analysis and 

practical trading tactics   

6 Accounting Akuntansi TAXN6049020 Tax Audit, Tax Dispute and 

Tax Court

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring NULL NULL
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7 Accounting Akuntansi TAXN7013020 International Taxation 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course will discuss and analyze international taxation basic 

concept and several international issues on taxation. Upon 

completion of this course, student will be able to: explain 

international taxation and double taxation issues; explain double 

tax avoidance agreement issues; analyze international tax issues 

on PE and business profits; and analyze personal and other 

income international tax issues.

LO1  - explain International taxation and 

double taxation issues related to international 

taxation, LO2  - analyze International tax 

avoidance and nondiscrimination principles 

and process of double tax avoidance 

agreement : tax planning, treaty shopping, 

beneficial owner, controlled foreign 

corporation, thin capit, LO3  - analyze 

International tax issues on PE and business 

profits, LO4  - explain International Taxation of 

Shipping and Air Transportation of 

international taxation, LO5  - analyze Pasive 

income and capital gain of international 

taxation, LO6  - analyze Personal and other 

income of international tax issues

8 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen BUSS7017005 International Trade 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course is our attempt to provide an up-to-date and 

understandable analytical framework for illuminating current 

events and bringing the excitement of international economics 

into the classroom.In analyzing both the real and monetary sides 

of the subject, our approach has been to build up, step by step, 

a simple, unified framework for communicating the grand 

traditional insight as well as the newest findings and approach.

LO1  - Explain the principal and supporting 

theories in international trade, LO2  - Analyze 

theoretical models of international trade in 

analysing real-world trade problems through 

qualitative and quantitative analysis, LO3  - 

Analyze theoretical models of international 

trade in implementing trade policies through 

qualitative and quantitative analysis

9 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen ISYS6085005 Advanced Topics in E-

Business

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring NULL NULL

10 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6033005 Advanced Topics in 

Business and Organization

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course aimed to teach students about the current issues in 

business and organization management. Several primary topics 

are delivered, including the behavioral dynamics of the 

organization and how external problems such as technology and 

business environmental changes affect firms.

LO1  - explain the current issues in business 

practices, LO2  - illustrate various organization 

dynamics in today's business practice, LO3  - 

analyze the organization's practices in facing 

the current business dynamics

11 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MKTG6294005 Branding & Omnichannel 

Retailing

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring Branding  Omnichannel Retailing provides concise coverage of 

key decisions and issues in branding and retail marketing, 

especially in digital era where omnichannel trend is arising. This 

course is divided into two main parts, where the first part 

enables students to design brand strategy in order to sustain 

brand equity in digital era, while the second part enables 

students to apply omnichannel principles inretail strategy 

management.

LO1  - describe key concepts of brand 

management, LO2  - analyze brand strategy 

and brand performance measurement, LO3  - 

explain key concepts of retailing, LO4  - apply 

omnichannel principles to retail marketing in 

digital era
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12 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6065001 Artificial Intelligence 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course provides students with the foundation of Artificial 

Intelligence, understanding of representations and external 

constraints with the idea of improving students to think 

creatively. By completing this course, students can explain many 

kinds of Artificial Intelligence algorithms, and implement those 

algorithms to make an application

LO1  - describe the concept of the intelligent 

agent and Artificial Intelligence, LO2  - explain 

various intelligent search algorithms to solve 

the problems, LO3  - explain the knowledge 

representation in reasoning purpose, LO4  - 

apply various techniques to an agent when 

acting under certainty, LO5  - apply various  

learning  algorithms  to  solve  the  problems, 

LO6  - analyze the role of Ethical in Artificial 

Intelligence

13 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6587001 Deep Learning 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course introduces students to the recent trends of Artificial 

Intelligence that utilize Deep Learning. The content of this 

course comprises the theoretical and practical aspects of Deep 

Learning, ranging from the history, codebase, experimentation 

workflow, model abstraction, model implementation, practical 

application, and future potential. The completion of this course 

provides students with the insight of Deep Learning and the 

capability to apply it to real-world cases.

LO1  - explain Explain the fundamental deep 

learning theory, LO2  - execute Execute a 

proper deep learning experimentation 

workflow, LO3  - analyze Analyze a theoretical 

deep learning model, LO4  - compose 

Compose a deep learning code

14 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6746001 Data Mining 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course comprises the principle of data, data preprocessing, 

basic data mining, basic data warehouse, OLAP, data cube and 

trend and research in data mining. It gives student knowledge 

and skill in covering data and data preprocessing, pattern 

analysis, classification, clustering, outlier detection, and trends 

and research frontiers in data mining.

LO1  - cite concept of data, data 

preprocessing, data warehouse, OLAP, and 

data cube, LO2  - apply various data mining 

techniques, LO3  - apply data mining trends 

and research frontiers

15 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6820001 Object Oriented 

Programming

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring Object Oriented Programming is one of the programing 

paradigm that widely used and almost all of the industry uses 

these paradigm to develop the application program. The main 

features are ADT, inheritance, dynamic binding, to perform true 

polymorphism, generic programming, and others. After 

completion of this course, student will be able to analyze and 

construct program using object oriented programming

LO1  - analyze - solution for problem solving, 

LO2  - apply - object oriented programming for 

problem solving, LO3  - design - object 

oriented based program, LO4  - construct - 

program using object oriented programming 

to solve problem solving

16 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual

DSGN6165007 Western Art Review 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course focuses on introducing the development of western 

art based on timeline of world art history. The objective of this 

study is to provide visual communication design students an 

illustration about western art periods and movements from the 

past through present time. They will be able to recognize and 

identify the difference between each period/movement and also 

understand the background story of this development. This will 

develop knowledge and subject-specific skills, enabling students 

to relate the importance of this subject with other subjects, so 

that they will be able to apply their theoretical knowledge into 

practical knowledge

LO1  - identify significant artworks from major 

periods and movements in western art 

history, LO2  - describe the basic 

characteristics of art of major periods and 

movements in western art history, LO3  - 

demonstrate a critical and creative thinking in 

applying art-historical skills,  based on form, 

content and its overall meaning in relation to 

context
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17 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual

DSGN6645007 Eastern Art Review 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course focuses on introducing the development of eastern 

art based on timeline of world art history. The objective of this 

study is to provide visual communication design students an 

illustration about eastern art periods and movements from the 

past through present time. They will be able to recognize and 

identify the difference between each period/movement and also 

understand the background story of this development. This will 

develop knowledge and subject-specific skills, enabling students 

to relate the importance of this subject with other subjects, so 

that they will be able to apply their theoretical knowledge into 

practical knowledge

LO1  - identify a wide range of artistic objects 

and architecture from the Eastern visual art, 

LO2  - recognize individual works of art and 

architecture of significance, LO3  - explain the 

impact of belief system and cultural 

development in Eastern visual art, LO4  - 

produce a persuasive arguments about work 

of art in form, content and context structure

18 Design Film FILM6059009 Global Cinema 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring In this course, students will study different cinematic traditions 

beyond Hollywood through historical perspective. Among topics 

discussed are geopolitics and cinema; Third Cinema and Third 

World Cinema; Indian Cinema; post-revolutionary cinema in Iran 

and Russia; postcolonial analysis of film; Post-Soviet Cinema, 

African Cinema; diasporic cinema.

LO1  - analyze Analyze non-Hollywood 

cinematic traditions from a variety of historical 

and social-political circumstances; , LO2  - 

explain Explain cinema as a subject of 

intersections between development of 

aesthetics, technology and politics; , LO3  - 

explain Explain historical formation of film 

styles and cultures, in both particularly 

national and global context; , LO4  - compare 

Compare and Contrast Hollywood and non-

Hollywood tradition; , LO5  - analyze Analyze 

different modes of interplay among traditions 

in global cinema.

19 Design Film FILM6084009 Cinema & Social Studies 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course engages students to look carefully on the 

relationship between film and society. Using Cultural Diamond 

as model to explore this relationship, students will be exposed 

mainly with how society influences film and how film influences 

society. In this framework, film regarded as cultural object. 

Hence, students will be introduced to basic concepts related to 

cultural studies such as meaning, articulation, ideology, 

representation, and hegemony. Social practices of film such as 

propaganda film will also being reviewed in this class. This 

course introduce students to basic theories used in film studies 

in which relations between cinema and society are being framed 

such as race/class/gender; theories of representation; cultural 

capital and artistic production; orientalism and post colonialism, 

etc. Students will watch films, learn about their historical 

contexts, and subsequently dissect them in details using the 

concepts.

LO1  - describe how society and film influence 

both ways, and explain theoretical concepts 

relevant film studies, LO2  - demonstrate the 

ability to produce written or video essay on 

film  society, LO3  - analyze how film 

represents society and it’s relationship in 

between
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20 Design Film FILM6094009 Cultural Studies & New 

Media

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course will introduce students to critical theories, basic 

semiology, subculture and counterculture, cultural 

appropriation, colonialism and decolonialization, and other 

related theoretical framework and issues studied in Cultural 

Studies. In doing so, students will be exposed to different text 

and media (printed, online; visual, narratives, films; music, etc.), 

discuss their social and political significance and how meanings 

are constructed, and assigned to do small research about their 

subject of choice.

LO1  - explain cultural studies as a discipline, 

LO2  - identify research agenda in Cultural 

Studies, LO3  - compare and contrast theories 

that constitute the basic framework of cultural 

studies such as the Frankfurt School, 

Birmingham School, Feminist critique, 

Postmodernism, Post-Marxism, etc, LO4  - 

analyze cultural texts from a variety of critical 

perspectives, LO5  - analyze popular culture 

both as social practices of meaning-making 

and in relation to political practice

21 Design Film FILM6108009 Film Industry Seminar 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring The course aims for deeper understanding about film industry, 

taking a closer look at case studies with different products and 

target markets. Students will get insights from film industry 

professionals about the “real-life” situation of Indonesia’s 

feature film, short film, and documentary production; from 

auteurship and indie filmmaking to mainstream movies. The 

course follows with exploration to film and television industry 

networks, local and overseas, identifying problems and 

potentials.

LO1  - discuss Discuss the structure of 

Indonesian film business, LO2  - explain ; 

Explain the structure of Indonesian film 

distribution process and channels, LO3  - 

discuss Discuss the structures of film business 

in other countries, LO4  - identify Identify and 

discuss the current trend in film and media 

industry, LO5  - describe Describe different 

backgrounds in filmmaking and their relations 

to the business of filmmaking

22 Design Film FILM6119009 Audiences & Fan Culture 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course will elaborate on basic knowledge and current issues 

regarding audience and fan cultures related to film studies and 

screen studies. The topics discussed in the course include 

politics of taste, fan texts and rituals, and film-induced tourism. 

Essential theories and readings will be discussed and will be 

applied to analyze both global and national contexts of 

spectatorship and fandom.

LO1  - demonstrate demonstrate basic 

knowledge of the key issues, problems, and 

contexts for understanding audiences and Fan 

culture within film and screen Studies., LO2  - 

analyze Analyse phenomena related to media 

audiences and fan culture in light of the 

theories and concepts discussed in class, LO3  - 

apply Apply the research methods to the 

audience and fan culture issues in chosen 

topics.  

23 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6099019 Intercultural 

Communication

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course provides knowledge of culture and its relationship 

with communication. Through the essentials concepts and 

theories of culture and communication, the students will learn 

about the influence of culture on humancommunication and 

how to become competent in intercultural communication. 

Intercultural competence skill is needed to prepare students for 

challenging communication in today's global society. It is one of 

the essential communication skills that students need to achieve 

to relate to almost all communication courses they will learn, 

especially the interpersonal communication and the 

organizational communication course.

LO1  - define the concepts and theories of 

culture and communication., LO2  - explain 

the relationships between culture and 

communication., LO3  - demonstrate the 

intercultural communication competence 

ethically in multicultural settings., LO4  - 

analyze the case of intercultural 

communication based on the concepts and 

theories of culture and communication.
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24 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6129019 Organizational 

Communication

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This courseintroduces students to organizational approaches 

and comprisesorganizational processes such as socialization, 

decision-making, conflict management, leadership, emotion, 

diversity, and technology.The purpose of this course is to 

establish guidelines that can be implemented in organizational 

communication situations.After completing this course, students 

will understand and apply organizational communication 

concepts in their professional lives. It is basic organizational 

communication knowledge to be continued with the workplace 

ethicsand behaviorcourse and all the courses related to 

organizationalcontexts.

LO1  - define the basic concepts and theories 

of organizational communication., LO2  - 

identify the communication case in the 

organizational context., LO3  - discuss the 

organizational communication case based on 

concepts and theories of organizational 

communication., LO4  - illustrate the solution 

for organizational communication case based 

on concepts and theories of organizational 

communication.

25 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6387019 Social Design Thinking 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring Do you want to be a part of the solution to social problems? Do 

you want to participate for making a better society? Social 

Design Thinking is the course that encouraging students to 

innovate in order to solve the social problem. The approach uses 

a human-centered perspective where empathy is the greatest 

virtue for this course. Through this course, students will learn to 

discover the importance of approaching innovation projects 

with a prototyping mindset, where iterations, trial and error, and 

even failure are all part of a valuable, creative learning process. 

Students will also be taught about working in a diverse 

environment to enhance their understanding of diversity as the 

key to continuous development. By the end of this course, 

students will have an exhibition to share their ideas with the 

public.

LO1  - define the building blocks of design 

thinking , LO2  - illustrate design thinking 

applications for social problem , LO3  - 

demonstrate students ideas using design 

thinking concept through exhibition 

26 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6388019 Contemporary Writing 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring The Course Contemporary Writing focused on how to start and 

write an articles. Starting<br />from the idea development, 

collecting the data, until submitting the articles into mass media.

LO1  - identify Identify elements of good 

writing in article and elements of reader and 

mass media, LO2  - apply apply elements of 

reader and mass media, LO3  - produce 

Produce and publish article into mass media

27 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6390019 Workplace Ethics and 

Behavior

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring Through this course, students will learn about professional 

communication including the communication principles for a 

business context, how to prepare when they entering the 

workplace, interpersonal communication in a business context, 

and how to be stand out in the workplace. This course will also 

give students a connection across industries and academic 

disciplines to both theory and practice. Hopefully, after 

completing this course, students'professional competencies will 

increase.

LO1  - identify professional situation , LO2  - 

recognize the proper response for 

professional setting , LO3  - illustrate on how 

to be a professional communicator.

28 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6431019 Crisis and Reputation 

Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course focuses on how to limit corporate communication 

damage by acting quickly and efficiently. Moreover, it explains 

how to turn a crisis into an opportunity by communicating 

effectively. It enables students to understand the value of 

strategic communication in crisis. After completing this course 

students are able to construct an appropriate communication in 

crisis.

LO1  - Identify Identify effective 

communication strategy for organizational 

crisis, LO2  - Plan effective communication 

strategy for organizational crisis, LO3  - Solve 

the case study about crisis communication
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29 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6514019 Editing for Creative 

Program

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring NULL NULL

30 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6536019 Media Convergence in 

Journalism Broadcasting

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course explains how the development of journalism in the 

era of convergence. The objective of this course is for students 

to be able to understand and prepare their skills in dealing with 

disruptive technologies related to mass media and journalism. 

the material from this course is the development of converged 

media but emphasizes its relationship with journalism such as 

citizen journalism, artificial intelligence, drone journalism and 

others. At the end of the semester, students are expected to be 

able to produce works related to technology, mass media and 

journalism.

LO1  - explain student able to understanding 

around the definition of convergence, 

journalism and types of the development 

journalism such as drone journalism etc., LO2  - 

analyze student able to analyze the 

implementation of convergence, journalism 

and types of the development journalism such 

as drone journalism in the mass media 

production, LO3  - Create student able to 

create the product with related to 

convergence, journalism and types of the 

development journalism such as drone 

journalism in the mass media production

31 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6538019 Media Promotion & 

Marketing in Creative 

Broadcasting

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course aims to provide a complete picture of media 

marketing and promotion, particularly in New Digital Media 

Development.

LO1  - identify Identify the develompment of 

digital media marketing and promotion, LO2  - 

explain Explain new ways of media and 

marketing Promotion, LO3  - propose Propose 

media marketing and promotion plan

32 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6539019 Media Convergence in 

Creative Broadcasting

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring NULL NULL

33 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6542019 Event Management for 

Brand

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring NULL NULL

34 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6543019 Digital Brand 

Communication

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring NULL NULL

35 Engineering Teknologi Pangan FOOD6051015 Human Nutrition 3 2 1 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring Thiscourseis designed to provide students with an 

understanding of the fundamental concepts ofhuman nutrition, 

including the nutritive value of foods and the metabolism of 

essential nutrients. The topics cover the digestion, absorption, 

metabolism, interactions and the function of nutrients as they 

relate tohumanhealth and disease.

LO1  - explain Explain the human digestive 

system and energy requirement, LO2  - explain 

Explain the function, digestion, absorption, 

and metabolism of macronutrients, 

micronutrients, antioxidants, and xenobiotics; 

their interactions; and their role in human 

health, LO3  - analyze Analyze the nutrient 

digestibility, glycemic index, energy 

requirement and healthy eating index
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36 Engineering Teknologi Pangan FOOD6052015 Food Law and Regulation 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course covers the major regulation and legislation related to 

foods and its role in manufacture and trade at national and 

international level. It also discusses the agencies responsible for 

regulating the law and legislation that adopted in Indonesia 

(Codex Allimentarius Commission, BPOM) for controlling the 

food manufacturing processes, including raw materials, 

packaging, distribution, safety management, inspection, and 

nutritive value. The current issues related to the the 

implementation of food regulation in Indonesia is also 

discussed<em>.</em>

LO1  - describe the major food law legislation 

and its importance to food regulation, LO2  - 

explain the role of regulatory agencies in 

implementing and enforcing current food 

laws, LO3  - analyze the issues related to the 

food law and regulation.

37 Engineering Teknologi Pangan FOOD6065015 Functional Foods & 

Nutraceuticals

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring NULL NULL

38 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6196003 Business Analytics 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course provides the fundamental concepts and tools 

needed to understand the role of modern business analytics in 

organizations, to apply basic business analytics tools in a 

spreadsheet environment, and to communicate with analytics 

professionals to effectively use and interpret analytic models 

and results for making better business decisions. This 

coursetakes a balanced, holistic approach in viewing business 

analytics from descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive 

perspectives that define the discipline.

LO1  - explain the motivations, concepts, 

methods, and methodologies for different 

types of analytics, LO2  - identify the 

fundamental tools and methods of data 

analysis and statistics for descriptive analytics, 

LO3  - practice several approaches for 

predictive analytics including: trendlines and 

regression analysis, forecasting, introductory 

data mining techniques, building and 

analyzing models on spreadsheets, simulation 

and risk analysis, LO4  - practice several 

approaches for prescriptive analytics 

including: linear, integer, nonlinear 

optimization models and applications

39 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6198003 Data and Information 

Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course introduces the core concepts in data and 

information management, started from identifying 

organizational information requirements until design physical 

database for relational database based on Database System 

Development Lifecycle. This course also helps the students 

understand the concepts and methodologies of database design 

and gives student knowledge related to database design. This 

course is prerequisite for advance in data and information 

management course.

LO1  - describe the concept of data and 

information management as suitable with 

Database System Development Life Cycle and 

database design methodologies, LO2  - explain 

database design methodology, terminologies, 

and new concept of database, LO3  - design 

database which includes conceptual, logical, 

and physical based on Database System 

Development Lifecycle, LO4  - Create Database 

using Structured Data Model

40 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6289003 Collaborative Computing 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring Collaborative Computing is a subject that gives the student 

knowledge about the Collaboration with computer.  Students 

should be able to know the fundamental knowledge about the 

collaboration with computer to conduct the activities.

NULL

41 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6478003 Research Methods in 

Information Systems

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring The objective of the course is to develop knowledge and skills in 

the application and use of different research methods in 

Information Systems. The relationship between research 

problem, design, and methods of analysis will be highlighted. 

The students will gain an understanding of the implications of 

the characteristics information system research project.

LO1  - explain Concept of Research in 

Information Systems, LO2  - construct 

Research Design in Information Systems, LO3  - 

build an Information Systems Research Paper
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42 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6554003 Core Principles: Interactive 

Design

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course introduce the methodology and principles in 

designing prototypes including the usability, technology used, 

goals, and solve the main problems. In designing a good and 

interactive user interface and experience, designer have to know 

the knowledge and aspects in to address the user needs. This 

course will explore the needs, requirement, and process to 

design the prototypes.

LO1  - define The essential of User Interaction 

Design, LO2  - apply The technique and 

principles of designing Interaction Design, LO3  

- analyze The methodology and context for 

Interaction Design, LO4  - analyze The 

foundation of Interaction Design

43 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS8066003 Business Process 

Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Daring This course consists of business process management concepts 

and techniques for development, implementation and 

monitoring from current business process. Topics will be 

discussed in this course include: concept of business process re-

engineering, phases on business process management, business 

process management implementation framework and create 

model for business process re-engineering. This course gives 

student competency to apply and solve problems by re-

engineering a business process concepts and techniques (how to 

apply them and when they are applicable).

LO1  - Explain concept of business process 

management and architecture, LO2  - Analyze 

business process reengineering for 

development and implementation, LO3  - 

Propose a new business process and make 

analysis, LO4  - Create necessary diagram as 

the result of the updated Business Process

44 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT7141020 Accounting Information 

System and Internal 

Control

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Daring This Course give students knowledge about  business process for 

service , trade and manufacture companies. Especially 

accounting informations generated by company’s accounting 

transaction data through various cycles that exist. The ability to 

design and analyze business process , accounting cycles, internal 

control, and simple database becomes  focus of this course. This 

course closely associated with other course such as Risk and 

Internal Control and Computerized Auditing

LO1  - define Concept of accounting 

information system, LO2  - cite Database 

Framework and application for Accounting 

System, LO3  - cite Information system process 

flowchart with specific tools, LO4  - cite 

Internal control to mitigation for information 

system risk, LO5  - cite Specific internal control 

for revenue, expenditure, production and 

HRM Cycle, LO6  - cite Concept and step of 

System Development Life Cycle

45 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6033005 Advanced Topics in 

Business and Organization

2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Daring This course aimed to teach students about the current issues in 

business and organization management. Several primary topics 

are delivered, including the behavioral dynamics of the 

organization and how external problems such as technology and 

business environmental changes affect firms.

LO1  - explain the current issues in business 

practices, LO2  - illustrate various organization 

dynamics in today's business practice, LO3  - 

analyze the organization's practices in facing 

the current business dynamics

46 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6123027 Educational Psychology 2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Daring This course discusses several basic topics in educational 

psychology : child and adolescence developmental process 

especially in cognitive and linguistic as well as personal and 

social development; individual and group differences in 

educational context; human learning process and how 

motivation could influence this learning process. Moreover, 

students will also have understanding about strategies that can 

be used in classroom to plan and create an environment that 

can keeps students motivated and how to assess students 

progress and achievement.

NULL
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47 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6127027 Indigenous Psychology 4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Daring This course comprises the interplay of culture and psychology. 

They examine human activity in diverse societies to locate what 

is unique and what is universal in the human experience. Their 

research methods include a variety of strategies to study the 

influence of culture on psychological functioning. This course is 

designed to help students acquire literature about the role of 

culture in human behavior through reading psychological 

literature from various resources, assist students gain knowledge 

about cross-cultural transitions, as well as facilitate students’ 

integration of personal experiences and knowledge of 

psychological literature into practical implication of working with 

diverse individuals.

LO1  - Describe the ways in which humans and 

culture influence each other., LO2  - Explain 

cross-cultural psychological research methods, 

LO3  - Appraise similarities and differences 

that exist among people of different cultures 

around the world.

48 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6196003 Business Analytics 2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Daring This course provides the fundamental concepts and tools 

needed to understand the role of modern business analytics in 

organizations, to apply basic business analytics tools in a 

spreadsheet environment, and to communicate with analytics 

professionals to effectively use and interpret analytic models 

and results for making better business decisions. This 

coursetakes a balanced, holistic approach in viewing business 

analytics from descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive 

perspectives that define the discipline.

LO1  - explain the motivations, concepts, 

methods, and methodologies for different 

types of analytics, LO2  - identify the 

fundamental tools and methods of data 

analysis and statistics for descriptive analytics, 

LO3  - practice several approaches for 

predictive analytics including: trendlines and 

regression analysis, forecasting, introductory 

data mining techniques, building and 

analyzing models on spreadsheets, simulation 

and risk analysis, LO4  - practice several 

approaches for prescriptive analytics 

including: linear, integer, nonlinear 

optimization models and applications

49 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6198003 Data and Information 

Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Daring This course introduces the core concepts in data and 

information management, started from identifying 

organizational information requirements until design physical 

database for relational database based on Database System 

Development Lifecycle. This course also helps the students 

understand the concepts and methodologies of database design 

and gives student knowledge related to database design. This 

course is prerequisite for advance in data and information 

management course.

LO1  - describe the concept of data and 

information management as suitable with 

Database System Development Life Cycle and 

database design methodologies, LO2  - explain 

database design methodology, terminologies, 

and new concept of database, LO3  - design 

database which includes conceptual, logical, 

and physical based on Database System 

Development Lifecycle, LO4  - Create Database 

using Structured Data Model

50 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6478003 Research Methods in 

Information Systems

2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Daring The objective of the course is to develop knowledge and skills in 

the application and use of different research methods in 

Information Systems. The relationship between research 

problem, design, and methods of analysis will be highlighted. 

The students will gain an understanding of the implications of 

the characteristics information system research project.

LO1  - explain Concept of Research in 

Information Systems, LO2  - construct 

Research Design in Information Systems, LO3  - 

build an Information Systems Research Paper
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51 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6554003 Core Principles: Interactive 

Design

4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Daring This course introduce the methodology and principles in 

designing prototypes including the usability, technology used, 

goals, and solve the main problems. In designing a good and 

interactive user interface and experience, designer have to know 

the knowledge and aspects in to address the user needs. This 

course will explore the needs, requirement, and process to 

design the prototypes.

LO1  - define The essential of User Interaction 

Design, LO2  - apply The technique and 

principles of designing Interaction Design, LO3  

- analyze The methodology and context for 

Interaction Design, LO4  - analyze The 

foundation of Interaction Design

52 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6080020 Risk & Internal Control 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

53 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT7142020 Internal Audit 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course will cover internal audit from a broad perspective 

that includes information technology, business processes, and 

accounting systems.  Topics include internal auditing standards, 

risk assessment, corporate governance, ethics, audit techniques, 

and current issues. This course covers the design of business 

process, the implementation of key control concepts, plus 

tactical, strategic system, and operational areas. After finished 

this subject, students expected to understand the theory and 

implementation of internal audit in work place.

LO1  - define internal audit standard, 

guidelines, and current issues and IT usage in 

the process of internal audit, LO2  - explain the 

role of corporate governance, risk 

management, and internal control in internal 

audit, LO3  - describe the internal audit 

activities, professionalism ethics, approach, 

and strategies, LO4  - design audit planning, 

fieldwork, reporting, and audit assurance

54 Accounting Akuntansi BUSS6131020 Ethics & Corporate 

Governance

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring The purpose of this course is to understand the social, legal, 

political, and ethical responsibilities of today’s businesses to 

both external and internal stakeholder groups. Students will 

learn how effective business decision makers can balance and 

protect the interests of various stakeholders, including investors, 

employees, consumers, the community, and the environment. 

Students will also discover professional ethical code and how 

strong business decision-making skills are particularly important 

as today’s businesses maintain business continuity in the midst 

of intense competition.

LO1  - define the concept of corporate 

governance in business  society, LO2  - explain 

the ethics issue in global environment, LO3  - 

interpret the role of each stakeholder in 

corporate governance, LO4  - analyze the 

corporate sustainability  accountability

55 Accounting Akuntansi TAXN6049020 Tax Audit, Tax Dispute and 

Tax Court

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

56 Accounting Akuntansi TAXN7013020 International Taxation 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course will discuss and analyze international taxation basic 

concept and several international issues on taxation. Upon 

completion of this course, student will be able to: explain 

international taxation and double taxation issues; explain double 

tax avoidance agreement issues; analyze international tax issues 

on PE and business profits; and analyze personal and other 

income international tax issues.

LO1  - explain International taxation and 

double taxation issues related to international 

taxation, LO2  - analyze International tax 

avoidance and nondiscrimination principles 

and process of double tax avoidance 

agreement : tax planning, treaty shopping, 

beneficial owner, controlled foreign 

corporation, thin capit, LO3  - analyze 

International tax issues on PE and business 

profits, LO4  - explain International Taxation of 

Shipping and Air Transportation of 

international taxation, LO5  - analyze Pasive 

income and capital gain of international 

taxation, LO6  - analyze Personal and other 

income of international tax issues

57 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen ISYS6085005 Advanced Topics in E-

Business

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL
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58 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6033005 Advanced Topics in 

Business and Organization

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course aimed to teach students about the current issues in 

business and organization management. Several primary topics 

are delivered, including the behavioral dynamics of the 

organization and how external problems such as technology and 

business environmental changes affect firms.

LO1  - explain the current issues in business 

practices, LO2  - illustrate various organization 

dynamics in today's business practice, LO3  - 

analyze the organization's practices in facing 

the current business dynamics

59 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MKTG6294005 Branding & Omnichannel 

Retailing

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Branding  Omnichannel Retailing provides concise coverage of 

key decisions and issues in branding and retail marketing, 

especially in digital era where omnichannel trend is arising. This 

course is divided into two main parts, where the first part 

enables students to design brand strategy in order to sustain 

brand equity in digital era, while the second part enables 

students to apply omnichannel principles inretail strategy 

management.

LO1  - describe key concepts of brand 

management, LO2  - analyze brand strategy 

and brand performance measurement, LO3  - 

explain key concepts of retailing, LO4  - apply 

omnichannel principles to retail marketing in 

digital era

60 Computer 

Science

Statistika STAT6157016 Data Mining and 

Visualization

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring The objective of the course is to understand how to explore and 

communicate data using data visualization techniques and build 

the model from data. The course consists of an Introduction to 

exploratory data analysis, creating graphics in R, crafting data 

stories and building predictive models. After completing this 

course, students are able to explore data to seek an anomalies 

and verify the assumption and pattern before building the 

models. Before taking this course, students are required have 

taken statistical methods and R programming

LO1  - explain exploratory data analysis, LO2  - 

demonstrate to creating graphs in R, LO3  - 

demonstrate building predictive models, LO4  - 

interpret the results of explorartory data 

analysis, LO5  - apply exploratory data to 

crafting stories

61 Computer 

Science

Statistika STAT6158016 Data Management and 

Organization

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

62 Computer 

Science

Statistika STAT6166049 Survey and Sampling 

Methods

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course introduces the student about Survey Research, 

Survey Question Construction, The Quality of Measurement, 

Pretesting and Pilot Testing, Simple Probability Samples, 

Stratified Sampling, Ratio and Regression Estimation, and Cluster 

Sampling with Equal Probabilities. This course gives student 

knowledge on the statistical aspects of taking, designing and 

analyzing many different forms of sample surveys. Before 

studying this course, students are required to familiar with basic 

ideas of expectation, sampling distributions, confidence intervals 

and linear regression. This course as a basic knowledge for 

student to incorporate survey design, implementation and data 

analysis.

LO1  - explain the concept of conducting 

survey research and its quality measurement, 

LO2  - apply appropriate sampling technique 

from given sampling problems, LO3  - calculate 

statistical measurements of sampling 

technique from given problems

63 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6065001 Artificial Intelligence 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course provides students with the foundation of Artificial 

Intelligence, understanding of representations and external 

constraints with the idea of improving students to think 

creatively. By completing this course, students can explain many 

kinds of Artificial Intelligence algorithms, and implement those 

algorithms to make an application

LO1  - describe the concept of the intelligent 

agent and Artificial Intelligence, LO2  - explain 

various intelligent search algorithms to solve 

the problems, LO3  - explain the knowledge 

representation in reasoning purpose, LO4  - 

apply various techniques to an agent when 

acting under certainty, LO5  - apply various  

learning  algorithms  to  solve  the  problems, 

LO6  - analyze the role of Ethical in Artificial 

Intelligence
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64 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6587001 Deep Learning 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course introduces students to the recent trends of Artificial 

Intelligence that utilize Deep Learning. The content of this 

course comprises the theoretical and practical aspects of Deep 

Learning, ranging from the history, codebase, experimentation 

workflow, model abstraction, model implementation, practical 

application, and future potential. The completion of this course 

provides students with the insight of Deep Learning and the 

capability to apply it to real-world cases.

LO1  - explain Explain the fundamental deep 

learning theory, LO2  - execute Execute a 

proper deep learning experimentation 

workflow, LO3  - analyze Analyze a theoretical 

deep learning model, LO4  - compose 

Compose a deep learning code

65 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6746001 Data Mining 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course comprises the principle of data, data preprocessing, 

basic data mining, basic data warehouse, OLAP, data cube and 

trend and research in data mining. It gives student knowledge 

and skill in covering data and data preprocessing, pattern 

analysis, classification, clustering, outlier detection, and trends 

and research frontiers in data mining.

LO1  - cite concept of data, data 

preprocessing, data warehouse, OLAP, and 

data cube, LO2  - apply various data mining 

techniques, LO3  - apply data mining trends 

and research frontiers

66 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6820001 Object Oriented 

Programming

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Object Oriented Programming is one of the programing 

paradigm that widely used and almost all of the industry uses 

these paradigm to develop the application program. The main 

features are ADT, inheritance, dynamic binding, to perform true 

polymorphism, generic programming, and others. After 

completion of this course, student will be able to analyze and 

construct program using object oriented programming

LO1  - analyze - solution for problem solving, 

LO2  - apply - object oriented programming for 

problem solving, LO3  - design - object 

oriented based program, LO4  - construct - 

program using object oriented programming 

to solve problem solving

67 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika DTSC6002001 Data Management and 

Organization

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring The course aims to provide onhow to efficiently store big 

datasets and prepare themfor further analysis using Spark SQL in 

a Hadoop environment.General topics include the Apache Spark 

ecosystem, ETL process, and querying datasets in Spark. Hands-

on labswill be provided throughout to enrich the knowledge 

gained on each topic. Basic knowledge of SQL and Scala will be 

helpful.

LO1  - explain Big Data concept and Spark 

Ecosystem, LO2  - demonstrate  HDFS File 

Management and Spark SQL, LO3  - perform 

ETL and Data Analysis with Spark

68 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika MOBI6059001 Mobile Programming 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Mobile Community Solution is a subject in Mobile Application  

Technology Program that gives the student knowledge about the 

basic concept and main features of Android Platform. Learning 

Mobile Community Solution will give student the ability to learn 

and develop mobile applications for larger market based on 

Android Platform. After completing this course, students should 

be able to know the fundamental knowledge about mobile 

application programming and ability to design and developing 

mobile application based on Android platform. Also students 

should be able to build an application or several applications as a 

collaborative open source community.

LO1  - explain the Java Programming Language 

concept on Android, LO2  - describe the main 

features of Android Programming and Android 

Software Development, LO3  - produce simple 

Mobile Application using the main features of 

Android, LO4  - construct Mobile Application 

based on Android platform

69 Design Desain Interior ARTS6033008 Design History Studies 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course comprises the development and changes of the art 

and design history from the prehistoric to modern and 

contemporary period, associated with the influences, cultural 

concepts, and characteristics of each period. It gives students 

broader understanding and wider art and design references to 

be applied in other interior design course.

LO1  - identify art and design history from 

prehistoric to modern and contemporary 

period, LO2  - describe the characteristics and 

cultural concepts of each period, LO3  - 

interpret the art and design development, 

characteristics and style of each period
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70 Design Desain Interior CIVL6122008 Interior Design and 

Sustainable Living

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course is an interdisciplinary introduction for sustainable 

design, with emphasis on the built environment. Students will 

learn the concept of sustainable buildings  other infrastructure, 

design with low to no impact on the environment. At the end of 

this course, students will be able to think and see from multiple 

perspectives about sustainable in interior design. They 

understand the environmentally responsible approach and make 

design decisions that are ethical and do not harm the world’s 

environment.

LO1  - explain the concept of sustainable  

design with emphasis on the built 

environment, LO2  - analyze the multiple 

discipline perspectives in interior projects, LO3  

- apply the methodology in design process 

71 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual

DSGN6165007 Western Art Review 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course focuses on introducing the development of western 

art based on timeline of world art history. The objective of this 

study is to provide visual communication design students an 

illustration about western art periods and movements from the 

past through present time. They will be able to recognize and 

identify the difference between each period/movement and also 

understand the background story of this development. This will 

develop knowledge and subject-specific skills, enabling students 

to relate the importance of this subject with other subjects, so 

that they will be able to apply their theoretical knowledge into 

practical knowledge

LO1  - identify significant artworks from major 

periods and movements in western art 

history, LO2  - describe the basic 

characteristics of art of major periods and 

movements in western art history, LO3  - 

demonstrate a critical and creative thinking in 

applying art-historical skills,  based on form, 

content and its overall meaning in relation to 

context

72 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual

DSGN6645007 Eastern Art Review 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course focuses on introducing the development of eastern 

art based on timeline of world art history. The objective of this 

study is to provide visual communication design students an 

illustration about eastern art periods and movements from the 

past through present time. They will be able to recognize and 

identify the difference between each period/movement and also 

understand the background story of this development. This will 

develop knowledge and subject-specific skills, enabling students 

to relate the importance of this subject with other subjects, so 

that they will be able to apply their theoretical knowledge into 

practical knowledge

LO1  - identify a wide range of artistic objects 

and architecture from the Eastern visual art, 

LO2  - recognize individual works of art and 

architecture of significance, LO3  - explain the 

impact of belief system and cultural 

development in Eastern visual art, LO4  - 

produce a persuasive arguments about work 

of art in form, content and context structure

73 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata TRSM6140022 Tourism Law and 

Regulation

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring The course Tourism Law and Regulation will talk about the 

tourism law with its importance for tourism development. In this 

course, studentswill learnabout various the nature of tourism 

law, international tourism laws, aviation rights, and global ethis 

codes. And to strengthen the implementation in Indonesia, this 

course will also talk about the tourism law and regulation exist in 

Indonesia.

LO1  - define the nature of tourism law and 

regulation with its importance in tourism 

development, LO2  - discuss international 

tourism law and global ethic codes in tourism , 

LO3  - discover tourism law and regulation 

exist in Indonesia, LO4  - analyze law and 

regulation related to tourism of one 

destination in Indonesia

74 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata TRSM6160022 Tourism Transportation 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL
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75 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata TRSM6201022 ICT For Tourism 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Tourism Information Technology provides a contemporary 

update on the complexities of using information technology in 

the tourism industry. It examines IT applications in all sectors 

including airlines, travel intermediaries, accommodation, 

foodservice, destinations, attractions, events and entertainment. 

Fully updated throughout and organised around the stages of 

the visitor journey, the book reviews how tourists are using 

technologies to support decision-making before their trip, 

during their travels and at the destination.

LO1  - define Tourism Information Technology, 

LO2  - describe Traveling Information 

technology, LO3  - classify Staying and Playing  

Information technology, LO4  - analyze Issues 

and Trends  Information technology in 

Tourism

76 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata TRSM6202022 Digital Media for Tourism 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring The course aims to enable the students to develop their 

knowledge and understanding of the definitive source for E-

Business and Digital Media for Tourism courses. Taking an 

integrative approach, discusses Transportation & Travel Industry 

Management from a team perspective, examining tourism 

aspects and its role in the E-Business and Digital Media for 

Tourism mechanism. Includes coverage of social media, 

discussion of current industry trends, and hands-on application 

assignments

LO1  - Identify ways to promote tourism 

through internet marketing, LO2  - Describe 

tips and tools to promote tourism through 

internet marketing, LO3  - Apply techniques to 

get visitors to site and destination, LO4  - 

Analyze internet marketing techniques to 

maximize visitors to site and destination, LO5  - 

Propose the potential showcase business 

project

77 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata TRSM6203022 Field Project of Ecotourism 

& Sustainable Development

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course is practice for Ecotourism  Sustainable Development. 

This course will help students to understand the principles that 

have been learned by having direct observation to selected 

tourism destination.

LO1  -  identify major concepts in Ecotourism  

Sustainable Development., LO2  -  explain 

theoretical background to understanding the 

criteria of Ecotourism., LO3  -  classify the 

range of Ecotourism destinations that exist 

and the context within which they are planned 

and developed on the one hand, and compete 

with other destinations on the other., LO4  -  

analyze Ecotourism  Sustainable Development 

in the visited destination into systematic and 

structured report and video.

78 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6099019 Intercultural 

Communication

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course provides knowledge of culture and its relationship 

with communication. Through the essentials concepts and 

theories of culture and communication, the students will learn 

about the influence of culture on humancommunication and 

how to become competent in intercultural communication. 

Intercultural competence skill is needed to prepare students for 

challenging communication in today's global society. It is one of 

the essential communication skills that students need to achieve 

to relate to almost all communication courses they will learn, 

especially the interpersonal communication and the 

organizational communication course.

LO1  - define the concepts and theories of 

culture and communication., LO2  - explain 

the relationships between culture and 

communication., LO3  - demonstrate the 

intercultural communication competence 

ethically in multicultural settings., LO4  - 

analyze the case of intercultural 

communication based on the concepts and 

theories of culture and communication.
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79 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6129019 Organizational 

Communication

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This courseintroduces students to organizational approaches 

and comprisesorganizational processes such as socialization, 

decision-making, conflict management, leadership, emotion, 

diversity, and technology.The purpose of this course is to 

establish guidelines that can be implemented in organizational 

communication situations.After completing this course, students 

will understand and apply organizational communication 

concepts in their professional lives. It is basic organizational 

communication knowledge to be continued with the workplace 

ethicsand behaviorcourse and all the courses related to 

organizationalcontexts.

LO1  - define the basic concepts and theories 

of organizational communication., LO2  - 

identify the communication case in the 

organizational context., LO3  - discuss the 

organizational communication case based on 

concepts and theories of organizational 

communication., LO4  - illustrate the solution 

for organizational communication case based 

on concepts and theories of organizational 

communication.

80 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6387019 Social Design Thinking 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Do you want to be a part of the solution to social problems? Do 

you want to participate for making a better society? Social 

Design Thinking is the course that encouraging students to 

innovate in order to solve the social problem. The approach uses 

a human-centered perspective where empathy is the greatest 

virtue for this course. Through this course, students will learn to 

discover the importance of approaching innovation projects 

with a prototyping mindset, where iterations, trial and error, and 

even failure are all part of a valuable, creative learning process. 

Students will also be taught about working in a diverse 

environment to enhance their understanding of diversity as the 

key to continuous development. By the end of this course, 

students will have an exhibition to share their ideas with the 

public.

LO1  - define the building blocks of design 

thinking , LO2  - illustrate design thinking 

applications for social problem , LO3  - 

demonstrate students ideas using design 

thinking concept through exhibition 

81 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6388019 Contemporary Writing 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring The Course Contemporary Writing focused on how to start and 

write an articles. Starting<br />from the idea development, 

collecting the data, until submitting the articles into mass media.

LO1  - identify Identify elements of good 

writing in article and elements of reader and 

mass media, LO2  - apply apply elements of 

reader and mass media, LO3  - produce 

Produce and publish article into mass media

82 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6390019 Workplace Ethics and 

Behavior

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Through this course, students will learn about professional 

communication including the communication principles for a 

business context, how to prepare when they entering the 

workplace, interpersonal communication in a business context, 

and how to be stand out in the workplace. This course will also 

give students a connection across industries and academic 

disciplines to both theory and practice. Hopefully, after 

completing this course, students'professional competencies will 

increase.

LO1  - identify professional situation , LO2  - 

recognize the proper response for 

professional setting , LO3  - illustrate on how 

to be a professional communicator.

83 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6431019 Crisis and Reputation 

Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course focuses on how to limit corporate communication 

damage by acting quickly and efficiently. Moreover, it explains 

how to turn a crisis into an opportunity by communicating 

effectively. It enables students to understand the value of 

strategic communication in crisis. After completing this course 

students are able to construct an appropriate communication in 

crisis.

LO1  - Identify Identify effective 

communication strategy for organizational 

crisis, LO2  - Plan effective communication 

strategy for organizational crisis, LO3  - Solve 

the case study about crisis communication
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84 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6514019 Editing for Creative 

Program

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

85 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6536019 Media Convergence in 

Journalism Broadcasting

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course explains how the development of journalism in the 

era of convergence. The objective of this course is for students 

to be able to understand and prepare their skills in dealing with 

disruptive technologies related to mass media and journalism. 

the material from this course is the development of converged 

media but emphasizes its relationship with journalism such as 

citizen journalism, artificial intelligence, drone journalism and 

others. At the end of the semester, students are expected to be 

able to produce works related to technology, mass media and 

journalism.

LO1  - explain student able to understanding 

around the definition of convergence, 

journalism and types of the development 

journalism such as drone journalism etc., LO2  - 

analyze student able to analyze the 

implementation of convergence, journalism 

and types of the development journalism such 

as drone journalism in the mass media 

production, LO3  - Create student able to 

create the product with related to 

convergence, journalism and types of the 

development journalism such as drone 

journalism in the mass media production

86 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6538019 Media Promotion & 

Marketing in Creative 

Broadcasting

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course aims to provide a complete picture of media 

marketing and promotion, particularly in New Digital Media 

Development.

LO1  - identify Identify the develompment of 

digital media marketing and promotion, LO2  - 

explain Explain new ways of media and 

marketing Promotion, LO3  - propose Propose 

media marketing and promotion plan

87 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6539019 Media Convergence in 

Creative Broadcasting

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

88 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6542019 Event Management for 

Brand

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

89 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6543019 Digital Brand 

Communication

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

90 Engineering Arsitektur ARCH6127014 Property Assessment 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

91 Engineering Arsitektur ARCH6129014 Urban Housing 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Urban Housing is the study of understanding housing in urban 

area from its design, function and usage point of view. It also 

focus to understand what is direct relation between housing and 

its urban development background, and then how the way in 

which cities embody its development in physical building 

especially housing.

LO1  - relate housing  urban context, LO2  - 

discuss urban housing typology in the world , 

LO3  - analyze how the housing typologies 

correlate in its urban  context

92 Engineering Arsitektur ARCH6132014 Leadership Organization 

Behavior

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Organizational Leadership Behavior (LOB) is the study of 

understanding how individuals and groups act in organizations. 

This course also examines how aspects of leadership play an 

important role in increasing organizational effectiveness and 

building better relationships between personal, team and 

organizational goals.

LO1  - explain how to build effective team 

work in organisation, LO2  - relate personal 

aspect and team building stages , LO3  - 

analyze effectiveness Leadership in 

organisation, LO4  - demonstrate 

communication technique to achieve 

organisation goals
93 Engineering Arsitektur ARCH6135014 Acoustics and Lighting 

Design

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL
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94 Engineering Arsitektur ARCH6136014 Tropical Architecture 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

95 Engineering Sistem Komputer CPEN6126010 Cross Platform Application 

Development

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Cross Platform Application Development is advanced C++ 

Programming subject, continuing from the High Level 

Programming Language course. Student will learn how to build 

real world application using Qt framework across many 

platform, ranging from Desktop Application, Mobile Device to 

Embedded Device that run Windows, Linux, Mac OS and 

Android operating system. This course will cover how to use 

GUI, networking, multi threaded, database to built user friendly 

cross platform application

LO1  - explain fundamental concepts of cross 

platform application development, LO2  - 

solve problem related to cross platform 

application development, LO3  - experiment 

using latest programming tools to build 

applications for various computing platform

96 Engineering Sistem Komputer CPEN6232010 Cloud Technology Practice 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Cloud Technology Practice is intended for students 

tounderstanding of cloud computing concepts. It using AWS 

platform to provides a detailed overview of cloud concepts, AWS 

core services, security, architecture, pricing, and support.

LO1  - explain fundamental concepts of Cloud 

Technology, Cloud Concepts, Cloud Economics 

and Billing, LO2  - solve problem related to 

Cloud  Technology Infrastructure, Cloud 

Architecture and concept of Auto Scalling and 

Monitoring, LO3  - practice Make a simulation 

using web based cloud tools or knowledge 

related to Cloud services, LO4  - explain 

acquired knowledge related to five services 

component of  Cloud Technology (1.Cloud 

Security, 2.Networking and Content Delivery, 

3.Compute, 4.Storage, 5.Databases)

97 Engineering Teknik Industri ISYE6115011 Transportation Modeling 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

98 Engineering Teknik Industri ISYE6116011 Health and Safety 

Engineering

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course focuses on the nature, background, importance and 

trends in industrial safety. Major emphasis is placed on 

regulatory aspects of industrial safety; identification and 

controlling safety hazards; accident and injury analysis; 

development of safety goals, material handling, and fire 

prevention and protection

LO1  - Explain Explain The principles of 

industrial safety, LO2  - Utilize basic knowledge 

Safety, Health and Enviroment to control 

workplace hazards to prevent injuries, illness 

and property damage&#x0D; , LO3  - Apply 

safety management in a TQM 

environment&#x0D; 

99 Engineering Teknik Industri ISYE6163011 Research Methodology 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course focuses on the concept of engineering research 

design which will assist students in conducting research or when 

working on their thesis. This course comprises Introduction to 

engineering research methodology, which generally driven by 

industries and powered by customer requirements that 

performed in industries and research laboratories. This course 

gives students the knowledge and ability to apply concepts of 

research methodology, including the art of effective search and 

literature review, industrial engineering knowledge areas and 

specific methods to solve the problems, technical writings, 

publishing, building intellectual property rights, and ethics in 

engineering research.

LO1  - explain Explain the basic concepts of 

engineering research, LO2  - describe Describe 

the contemporary issues in Industrial 

Engineering knowledge areas, LO3  - select 

Select appropriate methods to solve related 

problems, LO4  - apply Apply Research 

methodology in developing research proposal

100 Engineering Teknik Industri ISYE6165011 Supply Chain Risk & 

Negotiation

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL
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101 Engineering Teknik Industri ISYE6170011 Sustainable Engineering 

Systems

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring In this course, students will study how to manage the proses of 

designing or operating systems that use energy and resources 

sustainably. The student also will gather knowledge about green 

digital products and services, sustainable components, steps on 

designing sustainable products and UX, and estimating the 

carbon footprint of digital products and services. The course also 

covers sustainable service transformation topics in any type of 

industry through some relevant case studies. After finishing the 

course, students will have an understanding and ability to see 

any opportunities in transforming the product/services/process 

into green digital products and services

LO1  - describe Able to describe what is 

sustainable engineering, green digital products 

and services, LO2  - summarise Able to 

summarized steps on designing sustainable 

systems and operation, LO3  - apply Able to 

apply sustainable concepts and design 

process, operation, digital product and 

services, LO4  - analyze Able to analyze  

transformation strategy in creating system,  

digital product and services

102 Engineering Teknik Sipil CIVL6075013 Theory and Design of 

Concrete Structures

3 2 1 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring The course consists of the history, material, application and 

concept of reinforcement at concrete section. Theory and design 

of reinforced concrete structure course will also including the 

design practice of reinforced concrete based on Indonesia 

Concrete Code.

LO1  - Describe the structural system category 

based on the internal forces, LO2  - Describe  

the ultimate limit state theory, LO3  - Calculate  

the stress and strain at concrete section, LO4  - 

Design the reinforcement of concrete beam 

and slab, LO5  - Design the reinforcement of 

concrete column, LO6  - Design the 

reinforcement of concrete foundation

103 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6098029 International Organization 

and Global Governance

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course focuses on theory, functions, influences also 

dynamics of international organisations and global governance 

international relations. This course also discusses the debates 

and the roles of international organisations as non-state actors 

on selected contemporary issues and global governance. The 

objective of this course is to develop student’s capacity to 

analyse the roles and influences of international organisations 

and global governance in resolving global issues.

LO1  - describe basic concepts and theories of 

international organizations and global 

governance, LO2  - explain functions, roles, 

dynamics and selected issues of international 

organizations and global governance, LO3  - 

employ the acquire knowledge into case 

studies, LO4  - analyze selected issues related 

to the roles and influences of international 

organizations and global governance

104 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6135029 Comparative Politics 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring  This is an introductory course for all students with an interest in 

comparative politics. We study politics in a comparative context, 

not just to study a particular country.Given the location of 

Indonesia in the heart of Asia, we aim to comparatively analyse 

countries in Asia-Pacific particularly China, Japan, South Korea, 

and Southeast Asian countries

LO1  - define the major theories and 

approaches in the discipline of comparative 

politics;, LO2  - discuss the key terms and 

issues in Comparative Politics, LO3  - compare 

political and economic challenges facing 

countries in Asia, LO4  - analyze trend and 

development of democratic and non-

democratic political systems

105 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6141029 Introduction to 

International Media

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course introduces students to key concepts and 

contemporary issues in international media. We examine the 

trend of news coverage by global media companies and the role 

of internet in shaping international news. The course is using 

case studies to expand the discussion on how major events have 

beenreported differently based on the media affiliation.

LO1  - identify and discuss key concepts in 

which international media operate., LO2  - 

analyze  the trend in news reporting by 

international media., LO3  - demonstrate  skills 

in essay writing appropriate to university 

level., LO4  - examine  the variety of 

perspectives in reporting major events or 

countries.
106 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6157029 Terrorism and International 

Security*

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL Khusus untuk mahasiswa S1 

HI atau S1 Ilmu Politik
107 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6158029 Indonesia's Defense and 

Security Policy

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL Khusus untuk mahasiswa S1 

HI atau S1 Ilmu Politik
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108 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6161029 Political Economy of Global 

Media

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course offers a critical approach in understanding the 

political economy of global media in the internet era. It 

examines media concentration, conglomeration, and how these 

practices may shape global media in many countries in the 

world. The course is based on the political economic tradition of 

analysis of media affected by globalisation and 

commercialization (commodification), (pseudo) neutrality. 

Students will be asked to publish their work in social media 

platforms, to write a group paper and to present the research in 

front of the class.

LO1  - distinguish the place of critical political 

economy among other political economic 

approaches to global media, LO2  - utilize the 

key concepts of political economy of global 

media into the relationship between media, 

politics, and global public opinion case study, 

LO3  - discuss the role of new media, such as 

social media, in shaping international political 

communications, LO4  - Write in an academic 

manner topics relevant to political economy of 

global media, LO5  - prepare Presentation of 

research and case study regarding political 

economy of global media.

Khusus untuk mahasiswa S1 

HI atau S1 Ilmu Politik

109 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6167029 International Political 

Economy of Multinational 

Corporations

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring The course will provide students with elaborated theoretical 

perspectives, concepts and case studies in understanding the 

political aspects of economic process that involve multinational 

corporations. The course enables students to connect 

theoretical knowledge and historical development related to 

MNC with the practices as well as assessing practical issues 

related to multinational enterprises. This course is an advance 

elaboration of “The Rise and Fall of Multinational Corporations”

LO1  - identify the political economic aspects 

of multinational companies, LO2  - describe 

historical development related to 

multinational companies, LO3  - explain policy 

aspects that govern the operation of 

multinational companies, LO4  - analyze the 

relations between the state, the international 

regime, and the multinational companies

Khusus untuk mahasiswa S1 

HI atau S1 Ilmu Politik

110 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6169029 International Migration: 

Governance and Rights

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course provides an overview of international migration 

numbers and trends, causes of population movements, the 

impact of international migration on the source and receiving 

countries, and policy responses to population movements. It 

also focuses attention on the connections between migration 

and such other issues as security, development and 

environmental change.

LO1  - identify the positive and negative 

impacts of international migration on the 

source, transit, and destination countries, LO2  

- describe the international legal frameworks 

that set out the rights of migrants and the 

responsibilities of states, LO3  - perform 

research to understand international 

migration challenges

Khusus untuk mahasiswa S1 

HI atau S1 Ilmu Politik

111 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR8049029 Global Economic 

Architecture

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL Khusus untuk mahasiswa S1 

HI atau S1 Ilmu Politik
112 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6062028 Private International Law 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course provides legal background and understanding how 

to examine private international law. The study will focus on the 

difference and connecting factors of legal system in Indonesia 

and foreign, which it is can be used to make analysis and how to 

understand and solve the case arises between the parties who 

come from different legal system. Therefore, the students are 

expected to demonstrate legal explanation to analyse private 

international cases associated with connecting factors, renvoi, 

family law, property law, public order, tort, and jurisdiction

LO1  - Explain Explain the main idea of Private 

International Law by studying the background, 

development, subject  sources etc, LO2  - 

Analyze Analyze the leading case and the 

major problems in  Private Interrnational Law, 

LO3  - Analyze Analyse of dispute resolution 

through arbitration in Private International 

Law
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113 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6087028 Adat & Agrarian Law 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course explores and evaluatesthe existence and functions of 

<em>adat</em> (traditional customary) law in the Indonesian 

legal system, especially as the basic of agrarian law; and the 

application of agrarian legal principles and norms in the context 

of contemporary situation in Indonesia

LO1  - state State the principles of Adat in 

National Land Law, LO2  - describe Describe 

the political backgrounds, theories and 

concepts in adat and agrarian law, LO3  - 

classify Classify the land registration and 

publication of land  system, the regulations of 

land in business sectors

114 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6157028 Legal Aspects in Digital 

Workplace

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course describes the introduction and basic from the 

practices regarding labour law in digital era matters. Relate with 

the normative regulation in labour law, these are many kinds of 

materials that could be learned and discussed which all through 

out to the understanding of how it actualized in and increasing 

the law enforcement under Indonesia legal system. This course 

also discusses the development matters in relation on digital 

working space in Indonesia and in other part of worlds. This 

course definitely become an important issue that the students 

have to know in theory and practice as a part of career 

development

LO1  - identify the labor law aspects in the 

digital working place, LO2  - describe the 

principles law in the digital working place, LO3  

- solve legal issue in labor law aspects in the 

digital working place

115 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6164028 Legal Reasoning 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Legal reasoning is practical reasoning applied by legal theorists 

and practitioners. It trains students to apply the principles of 

legal reasoning in analyzing certain legal issues that emerged in 

fundamental legal documents such as regulation and/or court 

decisions.

LO1  - explain the problems of legal definition 

and legal concept, LO2  - construct 

propositions and syllogisms related to 

legislation and judicial decision, LO3  - analyze 

legal cases to find the substance of judicial law-

making and fallacies

116 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6167028 Legal Philosophy & 

Professional Ethics

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

117 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6180028 International Trade, 

Commerce & Multimoda 

Law

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring The course provides students with the legal aspect of 

international trade, commerce, and multimodal. This course 

offers students various knowledge of international trade, 

commerce, and multimodal law as set forth by the GATT/WTO, 

United Nations Convention on International Multimodal 

Transport of Goods (TM Convention), United Nations 

Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods 

Wholly or Partly by Sea (Rotterdam Rules)<em>, </em>and 

ASEAN Framework Agreement Multimodal Transport. It also 

tries to explain the mechanism of disputes resolution that may 

be occurred in those areas. It gives students a broad knowledge 

of international trade, commerce, and multimodal law and is 

helpful for the legal profession in Indonesia.

LO1  - explain the main idea (background, 

development, subject, and sources) of 

international trade, commerce, and 

multimodal, LO2  - explain the GATT as the 

primary regulation in international trade law, 

including GATS, AoA, and TRIPS., LO3  - explain 

the TM Convention, the Rotterdam Rules, and 

the ASEAN Framework Agreement Multimodal 

Transport, including the settlement dispute in 

international trade, commerce, and 

multimodal
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118 Humanities Pendidikan Guru 

Sekolah Dasar

EDUC6010030 Class Management 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course helps students as teacher candidates to orchestrate 

safe, productive classroom communities where students 

cooperate and enjoy learning. You as teacher candidate know 

how to lead your students to willingly engage in the learning 

activities you plan for them and gain their cooperation. Some 

classroom management strategies are practiced to be 

successfully used to lead students to be on-task and engaged in 

lessons.

LO1  - Identify the need and strategy to 

establish the safe and nurturing classroom 

communities, LO2  - Identify the diversity of 

students in terms of special need, and 

behaviour, LO3  - Apply the classroom 

management strategies to lead students to be 

on-task and engaged in lessons and to handle 

the off-task students, LO4  - Design the 

effective time management, standards of 

conduct and procedures for classroom 

routines, and discipline policies.

119 Humanities Pendidikan Guru 

Sekolah Dasar

EDUC6032030 Art & Craft 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

120 Humanities Pendidikan Guru 

Sekolah Dasar

EDUC6037030 Teaching English for Young 

Learners

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course will focus on the characteristics of young learners 

and their learning styles that affect second language acquisition. 

In addition to a discussion on learning styles of primary students, 

this course will introduce useful activities and teaching ideas 

specifically designed for Teaching English to Young Learners 

(TEYL).

LO1  - identify activities designed specifically 

for young learners, such as songs, chants, 

finger plays, and storytelling. , LO2  - discuss 

approaches for teaching language within a 

meaningful context and share effective 

techniques for making language input 

comprehensible and encouraging student 

participation. , LO3  - apply useful activities 

and teaching ideas specifically designed for 

Teaching English to Young Learners (TEYL). 

121 Humanities Pendidikan Guru 

Sekolah Dasar

EDUC6046030 Learning Theories 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This Course contains comprehensive coverage of all learning 

theory perspectives from behavioral to congnitive. Learning 

theories are conceptual frameworks describing how information 

is absorbed, processed, and retained during learning. Cognitive, 

emotional, and environmental influences, as well as prior 

experience, all play a part in how understanding, or a world 

view, is acquired or changed and knowledge and skills retained. 

Theories of learning takes a models  approach by presenting 

individual theories and perspective such as Jean Piaget , Albert 

Bandura, Robert Gagne, and  Edward Lee Thorndike.

LO1  - Explain the basic concepts of learning 

theories, LO2  - Discuss learning theories in 

teaching for primary students, LO3  - Compare 

several approaches on learning theory , LO4  - 

Review the implementation learning theory in 

primary education

122 Humanities Pendidikan Guru 

Sekolah Dasar

EDUC6058030 Learning Evaluation and 

Assessment

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course comprises learning evaluation and assessment in 

primary school, linking teacher’s evaluation with student 

learning, taxonomy education and the implementation in 

evaluation and assessment linking primary curriculum with 

evaluation and assessment, design evaluation and learning 

assessment, analysis test item (item validity, item reliability, item 

discrimination, and item difficulty), school evaluation, using data 

to support school improvement, and assessment in other 

countries. This course gives students basic knowledge related to 

paedagogy competency. This course is a prerequisite for the 

Micro Teaching course

LO5  - analyze data to support school 

improvement

123 Humanities Pendidikan Guru 

Sekolah Dasar

EDUC6061030 ICT for Distance Learning 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL
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124 Humanities Pendidikan Guru 

Sekolah Dasar

EDUC8004030 School Based Management 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course discusses the concept of School-Based Management 

as the education system that helps manage school based on its 

context and situation. The system helps change the trend of top-

down management in Indonesia to contextual based 

management. Some important aspects are discussed and some 

researches of School-Based Management in Indonesian context 

are explored to understand more the SBM context, its 

challenges and suggested models.

LO1  - cite the concept of School-Based 

Management, LO2  - apply the SBM success 

factors, LO3  - analyze the situation and 

concext of SBM in Indonsia and its challenges, 

LO4  - design a model of SBM in Indonesian 

with the focus in curriculum (KTSP)

125 Humanities Pendidikan Guru 

Sekolah Dasar

SOCS6033030 Pancasila & Civics 

Education for Primary

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course helps students understand the concept of PKn in 

Primary Education, how to use appropriate strategies, methods, 

and media in the delivery, how to improve the concept through 

the good analysis and how to design the good  PKn syllabus and 

lesson plan.

LO1  - Identify general concept of PKn, LO2  - 

Identify appropriate strategies, methods, 

media and assessment in PKn, LO3  - Analyze 

PKn curriculum in Primary Education, LO4  - 

generate creative techniques for the delivery 

improvement of PKn in Primary Education

126 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6123027 Educational Psychology 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course discusses several basic topics in educational 

psychology : child and adolescence developmental process 

especially in cognitive and linguistic as well as personal and 

social development; individual and group differences in 

educational context; human learning process and how 

motivation could influence this learning process. Moreover, 

students will also have understanding about strategies that can 

be used in classroom to plan and create an environment that 

can keeps students motivated and how to assess students 

progress and achievement.

NULL

127 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6127027 Indigenous Psychology 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course comprises the interplay of culture and psychology. 

They examine human activity in diverse societies to locate what 

is unique and what is universal in the human experience. Their 

research methods include a variety of strategies to study the 

influence of culture on psychological functioning. This course is 

designed to help students acquire literature about the role of 

culture in human behavior through reading psychological 

literature from various resources, assist students gain knowledge 

about cross-cultural transitions, as well as facilitate students’ 

integration of personal experiences and knowledge of 

psychological literature into practical implication of working with 

diverse individuals.

LO1  - Describe the ways in which humans and 

culture influence each other., LO2  - Explain 

cross-cultural psychological research methods, 

LO3  - Appraise similarities and differences 

that exist among people of different cultures 

around the world.

128 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6175027 Human Resources 

Development

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course will introduce students to the building blocks 

organizations use to manage the performance of individuals, 

teams, and total organizations. Students will learn how to create 

a work environment that enables employees to thrive. 

Studentswill explore the major facets of talent management 

from developing core competencies to the design and 

implementation of performance management systems to 

identifying, assessing, and developing talent, to delivering 

performance coaching for individuals and teams to driving 

employee engagement and retention.

LO1  - describe talent management process, 

LO2  - discuss unique challenges and 

opportunities of Talent Management, LO3  - 

apply talent management program
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129 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6194027 Psychological Approach on 

Knowledge Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course will introduced Knowledge Management (KM) as a 

main topic. It will cover, what is KM, how to manage KM in 

organisation, how to implement KM in organisation, what is the 

benefit of manage KM in organisation, what can be used to 

measured  KM in organisation.

LO1  - Describe Knowledge Management (KM), 

LO2  - Apply The principles of KM in 

organization, LO3  - Explain Explain how do we 

measured KM

130 Humanities Sastra Cina CHIN6134026 Chinese Conversation in 

Business Communication

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course is designed to help the students comprehending 

Chinese Business situation. The material focuses on Mandarin 

business activities conversation, and also accuracy of 

pronunciation, and fluency of speech. All assessments are made 

for students to apply Mandarin for Chinese business activities 

and common situation.

LO1  - recognize Chinese Business vocabulary’s 

pronunciation, intonation and meaning, LO2  - 

apply the business words and terms in chinese 

business activities, LO3  - demonstrate Chinese 

business conversation based on topic

131 Humanities Sastra Inggris EDUC6055024 Teaching BIPA 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring NULL NULL

132 Humanities Sastra Inggris ENGL6158024 Writing for Children and 

Young Adults

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course aims to introduce students to a vide variety of 

stories for young readers. Students will be encouraged and 

provided with skills related to write creative and innovative 

stories for children and young adults. Related topics such as 

historical context, psychological perspectives and contemporary 

fictions will also be given to enrich students’ understanding 

about writing for children and young adults.

LO1  - Demonstrate knowledge and 

understanding about many aspects of children 

and young adult writing, LO2  - Compose ideas 

and topics for children and young adult 

writing, LO3  - Produce creative and innovative 

children and young adult writing

133 Humanities Sastra Inggris ENGL6232024 Translation 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course offers basic concepts and skills of translation. 

Through this course, students would be able to experience the 

process of finding equivalence, including identifying problems 

and applying strategies to achieve idiomatic translation. Hands-

on exercises in this course are believed to train students in 

translating English nto Indonesian and vice versa. Cases 

presented in this course would enable students to identify 

aspects of qulaity in translation. At the end of this course, 

students are encouraged to showcase their translation products 

as portfolio for future professional endeavour.

LO1  - identify the basic concepts of 

translation, LO2  - translate English texts into 

Indonesian and Indonesian texts into English, 

which are accurate, readable, and acceptable, 

LO3  - analyze translation strategies in 

translation products.

134 Humanities Sastra Jepang BUSS6170025 Asian Business Ethics 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Asian Business Ethics is a course to identify, describe, and 

summarize morals, character, virtue, behaviour, and so on in 

Asia; to learn about the nature and basis of morality as moral 

judgments, standards, and rules of behaviour.

LO1  - identify the Asian business ethics in 

organizational challenges to ethical behavior, 

LO2  - describe the inherent conflict of interest 

in business decisions, LO3  - classify the 

common ethical problems in businesses 

between Western and Eastern organizations, 

and the solution for practical steps

135 Humanities Sastra Jepang JAPN6173025 Contemporary Japanese 

Society Through Various 

Perspective (Nihon Shakai e 

no Kangaekata)

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring After completing this course students are able to analyzed and 

explained contemporary Japanese society's social-cultural issues 

from various perspectives. Students will have his/her own 

interpretation and will be able to make a presentation in the 

Indonesian Language.

LO1  - identify the problem within the modern 

Japanese Society from various perspectives, 

LO2  - outline an essay about the Japanese 

contemporary social-cultural issues from 

various perspective , LO3  - construct  a poster 

presentation of the Japanese contemporary 

social-cultural issues  from various 

perspectives in Indonesia
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136 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6126003 Enterprise Systems 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Enterprise System course gives knowledge to the students to 

learn more details about Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), 

Supply Chain Management (SCM), Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM), Knowledge Management (KM) and their 

integration in the Company. The students already know about 

the concept and how to manage IS implementation in the 

company, but the students have to know how to use 

information technology that integrate application for identify 

the problems, identify and analyze user requirement, how to 

choose the vendor for Information Systems implementation, 

how to develop Information Systems in the company, and able 

to solve the problems effectively by using Information Systems.

LO1  - describe basic concept of enterprise 

system for Company. (C2), LO2  - explain basic 

concept of system integration. (C2), LO3  - 

analyze case study in enterprise systems. (C4), 

LO4  - evaluate integration application and 

strategy in implementation ERP in company. 

(C6), LO5  - assess topic/idea of integration 

enterprise system activities (ERP, SCM, CRM, 

KM) needed by the  Company. (C6)

137 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6196003 Business Analytics 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course provides the fundamental concepts and tools 

needed to understand the role of modern business analytics in 

organizations, to apply basic business analytics tools in a 

spreadsheet environment, and to communicate with analytics 

professionals to effectively use and interpret analytic models 

and results for making better business decisions. This 

coursetakes a balanced, holistic approach in viewing business 

analytics from descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive 

perspectives that define the discipline.

LO1  - explain the motivations, concepts, 

methods, and methodologies for different 

types of analytics, LO2  - identify the 

fundamental tools and methods of data 

analysis and statistics for descriptive analytics, 

LO3  - practice several approaches for 

predictive analytics including: trendlines and 

regression analysis, forecasting, introductory 

data mining techniques, building and 

analyzing models on spreadsheets, simulation 

and risk analysis, LO4  - practice several 

approaches for prescriptive analytics 

including: linear, integer, nonlinear 

optimization models and applications

138 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6198003 Data and Information 

Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course introduces the core concepts in data and 

information management, started from identifying 

organizational information requirements until design physical 

database for relational database based on Database System 

Development Lifecycle. This course also helps the students 

understand the concepts and methodologies of database design 

and gives student knowledge related to database design. This 

course is prerequisite for advance in data and information 

management course.

LO1  - describe the concept of data and 

information management as suitable with 

Database System Development Life Cycle and 

database design methodologies, LO2  - explain 

database design methodology, terminologies, 

and new concept of database, LO3  - design 

database which includes conceptual, logical, 

and physical based on Database System 

Development Lifecycle, LO4  - Create Database 

using Structured Data Model

139 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6289003 Collaborative Computing 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Collaborative Computing is a subject that gives the student 

knowledge about the Collaboration with computer.  Students 

should be able to know the fundamental knowledge about the 

collaboration with computer to conduct the activities.

NULL

140 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6478003 Research Methods in 

Information Systems

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring The objective of the course is to develop knowledge and skills in 

the application and use of different research methods in 

Information Systems. The relationship between research 

problem, design, and methods of analysis will be highlighted. 

The students will gain an understanding of the implications of 

the characteristics information system research project.

LO1  - explain Concept of Research in 

Information Systems, LO2  - construct 

Research Design in Information Systems, LO3  - 

build an Information Systems Research Paper
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141 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6549003 Digital Innovation 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring Thiscourseemphasizesafundamentalunderstandingofdigital 

innovationandentrepreneurship.The 

courseoffersstudentsanalyzeecosystemas acentral to 

exploitation of innovationalsoprovidecomponent a frame of 

business, design the business proposal and create value from 

the ecosystemincludingfinancial forecasts for revenues, costs 

and margins.Bytheendofthiscourse, 

studentsarerequiredtodevelop digital ecosystem solutions based 

on information technology in overcoming real problems in 

society.

LO1  - identify the concept of ecosystem and 

why this is central to exploitation of 

innovation, LO2  - explain frames a business, 

and be able to explain why each element is 

important, LO3  - design   the business 

proposal and create value from the 

ecosystem, LO4  - calculate a growth plan, 

including Fnancial forecasts for revenues, 

costs and margins

142 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6551003 Digital Workplace and 

Technology

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course introduction to a handful of ideas and plan that may 

be particularly useful in digital workplace and technology. This 

course discusses digital-native organization and 5 dimension of 

transformation journey in organization with agile approach.

LO1  - explain the digital-native organization, 

LO2  - explain velocity, focus and flexibility in 

digital-native organization, LO3  - discuss 

velocity, focus and flexibility in digital-native 

organization, LO4  - analyze 5 dimensions of 

transformation journey in digital-native 

organization

143 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6554003 Core Principles: Interactive 

Design

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course introduce the methodology and principles in 

designing prototypes including the usability, technology used, 

goals, and solve the main problems. In designing a good and 

interactive user interface and experience, designer have to know 

the knowledge and aspects in to address the user needs. This 

course will explore the needs, requirement, and process to 

design the prototypes.

LO1  - define The essential of User Interaction 

Design, LO2  - apply The technique and 

principles of designing Interaction Design, LO3  

- analyze The methodology and context for 

Interaction Design, LO4  - analyze The 

foundation of Interaction Design

144 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6695003 Digital Marketing Analysis 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course focus on concepts and analytics that will help 

students understand and take advantage of the evolving world 

of opportunity offered by digital marketing, with a strong 

conceptual foundation on business, technology, and society. 

This course provides students with a strong and coherent 

conceptual and practicefor understanding digital marketing and 

how to analysisin the global economy and facing Revolution 

Industry 4.0.

LO1  - describe Digital Marketing, LO2  - 

describe Digital Analytics and Tools, LO3  - 

construct Digital Marketing Analytics, LO4  - 

analyze Digital Analytics Reports

145 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS8066003 Business Process 

Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course consists of business process management concepts 

and techniques for development, implementation and 

monitoring from current business process. Topics will be 

discussed in this course include: concept of business process re-

engineering, phases on business process management, business 

process management implementation framework and create 

model for business process re-engineering. This course gives 

student competency to apply and solve problems by re-

engineering a business process concepts and techniques (how to 

apply them and when they are applicable).

LO1  - Explain concept of business process 

management and architecture, LO2  - Analyze 

business process reengineering for 

development and implementation, LO3  - 

Propose a new business process and make 

analysis, LO4  - Create necessary diagram as 

the result of the updated Business Process
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146 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS8108003 Knowledge Management 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Daring This course studies the theory, process, and practice of 

knowledge management in the organization and analyses the 

cycle of three processes: (1) knowledge capture and 

codification, (2) knowledge sharing, (3) finding knowledge. As 

one of the topics for final thesis, this course acts as a major role 

for planning knowledge management in the organization.

LO1  - explain KM concepts and the need to 

implement it in the organization, LO2  - classify  

various KM processes and models with 

relevant examples, LO3  - analyze how 

individual, group, and organizational 

knowledge is captured, shared and found in 

the organization, LO4  - examine the 

organizational culture with knowledge 

management, LO5  - identify  some of the key 

tools and techniques used in knowledge 

management applications, LO6  - propose the 

major elements of KM strategy and tools for 

KM evaluation

147 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika 

(Bandung)

COMP6468031 Artificial Intelligence 4 4 Bandung 2 Daring This course provides students with the foundation of Artificial 

Intelligence, understanding of representation and external 

constraints with the idea of improving students to think 

creatively. By completing this course, students can explain many 

kinds of Artificial Intelligence algorithm, and implement those 

algorithms to make an application.

LO-1 : Describe what is AI and identify concept 

of intelligent agent

LO-2 : Explain various intelligence search 

algorithm to solve the problems

LO-3 : Explain how to use knowledge 

representation in reasoning purpose

LO-4 : Apply various techniques to an agent 

when acting under certainty

LO-5 : Apply various learning algorithms to 

solve the problems

LO-6 : Apply AI algorithms on various 

application such as Game AI, Natural Language 

Processing, and Computer Vision

148 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika 

(Bandung)

COMP6655031 Cyber Security in Internet 

of Things

2 2 Bandung 2 Daring This course presents cybersecurity on the internet of things 

which includes an overview of IoT applications, standard and 

networking protocols, Privacy and Security on IoT Architecture 

followed by analysis and attack patterns in IoT, integration 

between IoT and various platforms, and finally the application of 

cybersecurity technology. examples of applying cybersecurity to 

IoT in various fields in the real world.

On successful completion of this course, 

student will be able to: 

LO1. Describe basic cyber security in internet 

of things.

LO2. Explain basic attack, resolve technique, 

and platform in internet of things.

LO3. Explain concepts of security 

implementation in internet of things.
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149 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika 

(Bandung)

SCIE6065031 Computational Physics 3 2 1 Bandung 2 Daring This course gives students a theoretical and computational 

practice of natural science in electricity and magnetism Physics. 

Students will explore the concept of Electric Charges and Field, 

Voltage and Current, Resistance and Capacitance, Circuit Design 

and Analysis, Magnetic Field, Inductor and Inductance, 

Electromagnetic Oscillation, and Alternating Current. The 

compulsory laboratory will cover the simulation of basic 

electrical circuits that consist of passive components (resistors, 

inductors, and capacitors) and measurement devices (ammeter 

and voltmeter) in Python programming language. There is no 

experience in programming is required in this course. This 

course also supports other courses related to Physics and 

simulation.

LO-1 : solve problems in topics of Electric 

Charge and Electric Fields, Voltage and 

Current, Resistance and Capacitance, Circuits 

Design & Analysis, Magnetic Field, Induction 

and inductance, and Electromagnetic 

Oscillation and Alternating Current

LO-2 : identify the concept and real-world 

application of Resistance and Capacitance, 

Circuits Design & Analysis, Magnetic Field, 

Induction and inductance, and 

Electromagnetic Oscillation and Alternating 

Current

LO-3 : experiment computational simulations 

of basic electrical circuits using Python 

programming language

LO-4 : analyze the computational simulation 

result of Voltage and Current, Resistance and 

Capacitance, Circuits Design & Analysis, 

Induction and inductance, and 

Electromagnetic Oscillation and Alternating 

Current
150 Design Desain Interior 

(Bandung)

ARTS6036033 Design History Studies 2 2 Bandung 2 Daring This course comprises the development and changes of the art 

and design history from the prehistoric to modern and 

contemporary period, associated with the influences, cultural 

concepts, and characteristics of each period. It gives students 

broader understanding and wider art and design references to 

be applied in other interior design course

LO1  - identify art and design history from 

prehistoric to modern and contemporary 

period, LO2  - describe the characteristics and 

cultural concepts of each period, LO3  - 

interpret the art and design development, 

characteristics and style of each period

151 Design Desain Interior 

(Bandung)

CIVL6107033 Building Component 

Theory and Regulation

2 2 Bandung 2 Daring This course consists of the introduction structure types of 

modern and tradinational buildings related to space, comprises 

lighting, ventilation, sound and noise, solar radiation and heat 

transfer, and how to design a space in an ideal situation with 

respect to the existing structure. This course provide students 

with the knowledge of all aspects, requirements and elements of 

the count structure standardization in the field of interior. This 

course is related to construction buildings, physics buildings

LO1  - describe Describe Building science 

(lighting, ventilation, sound, sun and climate, 

wind), LO2  - explain Explain building science 

in architectural and Interior design for room 

quality and low energy building in the tropic, 

LO3  - Modify Modify Interior elements for low 

energy purposes, LO4  - apply Apply potential 

challenges and of building performance 

simulation

152 Design Desain Interior 

(Bandung)

DSGN6597033 Ergonomy and 

Anthropometry

2 2 Bandung 2 Daring This course is a science of spaces human body related to their 

activities and environment. It gives the students knowledge of 

various important factors that support human activities such as 

comfort and safety. It is definitely related to Interior Design 1 to 

5 and Furniture Design 1 to 4.

LO1  -  Identify the basic concepts of 

anthropometrics and Ergonomic in design, 

LO2  -  Explain the human need and human 

capacity according to design, LO3  -  Practice 

the application of ergonomic in furniture and 

interior design planning

153 Design Desain Interior 

(Bandung)

DSGN6910033 Interior Design and 

Technology

2 2 Bandung 2 Daring NULL NULL
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154 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual (Bandung)

ARTS6020034 Aesthetics 2 2 Bandung 2 Daring This course introduces students to aesthetics which seeks to 

explicate the essence of art by defining its nature, function, and 

the grounds for its recognition as articulated by classic and 

modern thinkers. The objective of this study is to get students 

acquainted with basic aesthetic theories and to apply them to 

appreciation, evaluation and even creation of visual art.

LO1  -  Identify basic concepts in traditional 

and modern aesthetic theories, LO2  -  Explain 

causes specific aesthetic concepts within any 

given artwork, LO3  -  Relate theoretical 

elaborations of aesthetics to visual art 

experiences

155 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual (Bandung)

ARTS6021034 Western Art Review 2 2 Bandung 2 Daring This course focuses on introducing the development of western 

art based on timeline of world art history. The objective of this 

study is to provide visual communication design students an 

illustration about western art periods and movements from the 

past through present time. They will be able to recognize and 

identify the difference between each period/movement and also 

understand the background story of this development. This will 

develop knowledge and subject-specific skills, enabling students 

to relate the importance of this subject with other subjects, so 

that they will be able to apply their theoretical knowledge into 

practical knowledge.

LO1  -  Describe the fundamental knowledge 

and information, LO2  -  Identify western 

culture and civilization that become the 

background of art development, LO3  -  

Classify basic knowledge of art development 

based on timeline review, LO4  -  Integrate the 

relation of western art between theoretical 

perspective with practical knowledge

156 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual (Bandung)

ARTS6022034 Eastern Art Review 2 2 Bandung 2 Daring Students can understand that the development of art is 

influenced by various factors. The artwork is influenced by the 

natural environment, human physical, professed belief and 

attitudes to life. It is cultivated and enriched the human mind in 

art.

LO1  -  Describe the Origin of Civilization of 

East Asia, LO2  -  Analyze the development of 

culture and the belief system, LO3  -  Relate 

belief system and early modern culture in 

Asia, LO4  -  Combine all knowledge from 

origin of civilization to contemporary art 

works
157 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual (Bandung)

DSGN6781034 Design Methods 4 4 Bandung 2 Daring Works of visual communication design deliver persuasive 

content by means of its form, only within the context of human 

experience. On this basis, it is very indespensable for every 

design student to develop a deep understanding of how human 

experiential context, visual form and its content work together 

in constituting a successful design work. Accordingly, this course 

seeks to train students in mastering context, form and content 

as three paradigmatic thinking tools in critically analyzing design 

problems and creatively generating design solutions

LO1  - explain explain three paradigmatic 

thinking tools for design, LO2  - demonstrate 

Demonstrate three paradigmatic thinking 

tools for design, LO3  - analyze Analyze design 

problems using paradigmatic thinking tools, 

LO4  - generalize Generate design solutions 

using paradigmatic thinking tools

158 Design Desain Interior 

(Malang)

DSGN6899023 Interior Design and 

Sustainable Living

2 2 Malang 4 Daring This course is an interdisciplinary introduction for sustainable 

design, with emphasis on the built environment. Students will 

learn the concept of sustainable buildings  other infrastructure, 

design with low to no impact on the environment. At the end of 

this course, students will be able to think and see from multiple 

perspectives about sustainable in interior design. They 

understand the environmentally responsible approach and make 

design decisions that are ethical and do not harm the world’s 

environment.

LO1  - explain the concept of sustainable  

design with emphasis on the built 

environment, LO2  - analyze the multiple 

discipline perspectives in interior projects, LO3  

- apply the methodology in design process 
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159 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual (Malang)

DSGN6431006 Visual Communication 

Design Review

2 2 Malang 5 Daring This course reviews the development of visual communication 

design from the dawn of the civilization (15000 BC) to 

contemporary era. Through lectures, videos, discussions and 

literary surveys of design's pivotal events and movements, 

students are made acquainted with the very language of their 

own discipline. Accordingly, one can better grasps key and 

formal ideas of any influential movements from which our 

current design practice have been, and will be shaped.

LO1  -  Summarise key movements and ideas 

in the history of visual communication design, 

LO2  -  Adopt historic design frameworks into 

current practical contexts, LO3  -  Relate key 

ideas from different historical time frames

160 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual (Malang)

DSGN6751006  Eastern Art Review  2 2 Malang 5 Daring This course introduce students to Eastern Arts and understand 

its development which influenced by various factors such as 

natural environment, human physical, professed belief, their 

attitudes to life, and how Eastern Arts cultivated and enriched 

the human mind through art.

LO-1 : Explain the mapping of the world art 

development especially in Asia

LO-2 : Illustrate the relationship between 

belief system and its impacts to its artworks

LO-3 : Analyse historical and cultural and its 

impacts on Indonesian art and design 

development

161 Economics & 

Communication

Hubungan 

Masyarakat (Malang)

COMM6474018 Corporate Relationship 

Management

2 2 Malang 5 Daring This course enables students to identify the basic principles of 

Corporate Relationship Management and Media Planning in CPR 

context. In Corporate Relationship Management topic, students 

will learn about Basic Principles of Corporate Relationship 

Management, Developing a Culture of Corporate, Client 

Relationship Management Model, Client Relationship 

Development, The Importance of Stakeholders, The Right 

Stakeholders, Stakeholders Mapping, and Monitoring The 

Stakeholders Engagement. Moreover, in Media Planning topic, 

students will learn about Gaining Corporate Reputation through 

Media Relations, Media Relations Campaigns, Media Releases 

and Media Kits, Media Conferences and Other Media Events, 

and Working with Print, Broadcast, Internet and Social Media. 

After completing this course, students will be able to 

demonstrate stakeholders mapping, measuring stakeholders 

attitude and engagement, and apply media relations tools to 

support CRM implementation effectively.

LO1  -  Identify basic principles of corporate 

relationship management, media planning and 

media relations in CPR context., LO2  -  

Demonstrate stakeholders mapping and 

measuring stakeholders attitude  

engagement., LO3  -  Apply media relations 

tools to support corporate relationship 

management implementation effectively.

162 Economics & 

Communication

Hubungan 

Masyarakat (Malang)

COMM6480018 Consumer and Audience 

Analytics

4 4 Malang 5 Daring  Consumer and Audience Analytic offers the students a new way 

to understand consumer and audience behavior to develop a 

successful branding strategy. At the end of teaching-learning 

processing in the semester, the students can be expected to 

conduct consumer and audience analysis based on research 

methods.

LO1  -  Explain the concept of consumer and 

audience behavior, LO2  - apply the factors of 

consumer and audience analytics. , LO3  - 

analyze consumer and audience behavior 

based on research methods.
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163 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6033020 Financial Accounting I 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course aims to give comprehensive understanding about 

recognition, measurement, and presentation of assets and 

liabilities according to International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) and Standar Akuntansi Keuangan (SAK). This 

course will teach the students about financial reporting and the 

conceptual framework for financial reporting, time value of 

money and the higher level of cash and receivables, inventories, 

property, plant, and equipment, intangible assets, current 

liabilities, provisions, and contingencies, and noncurrent 

liabilitiesthan taught in introduction to accounting I and II.

LO1  - prepare the financial reporting based on 

the accounting standards, LO2  - apply the 

time value of money concept on the 

accounting cases and transactions, LO3  - 

apply the methods of recognition, 

measurement, and presentation of assets that 

consist of cash and receivables, inventories, 

property, plant and equipment, and intangible 

assets based on International Finan, LO4  - 

apply the methods of recognition, 

measurement, and presentation of liabilities 

both current and noncurrent based on 

International Financial Reporting Standards 

(IFRS) and Standar Akuntansi Keuangan (SAK)

164 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6033020 Financial Accounting I 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course aims to give comprehensive understanding about 

recognition, measurement, and presentation of assets and 

liabilities according to International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) and Standar Akuntansi Keuangan (SAK). This 

course will teach the students about financial reporting and the 

conceptual framework for financial reporting, time value of 

money and the higher level of cash and receivables, inventories, 

property, plant, and equipment, intangible assets, current 

liabilities, provisions, and contingencies, and noncurrent 

liabilitiesthan taught in introduction to accounting I and II.

LO1  - prepare the financial reporting based on 

the accounting standards, LO2  - apply the 

time value of money concept on the 

accounting cases and transactions, LO3  - 

apply the methods of recognition, 

measurement, and presentation of assets that 

consist of cash and receivables, inventories, 

property, plant and equipment, and intangible 

assets based on International Finan, LO4  - 

apply the methods of recognition, 

measurement, and presentation of liabilities 

both current and noncurrent based on 

International Financial Reporting Standards 

(IFRS) and Standar Akuntansi Keuangan (SAK)

165 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6033020 Financial Accounting I 4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course aims to give comprehensive understanding about 

recognition, measurement, and presentation of assets and 

liabilities according to International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) and Standar Akuntansi Keuangan (SAK). This 

course will teach the students about financial reporting and the 

conceptual framework for financial reporting, time value of 

money and the higher level of cash and receivables, inventories, 

property, plant, and equipment, intangible assets, current 

liabilities, provisions, and contingencies, and noncurrent 

liabilitiesthan taught in introduction to accounting I and II.

LO1  - prepare the financial reporting based on 

the accounting standards, LO2  - apply the 

time value of money concept on the 

accounting cases and transactions, LO3  - 

apply the methods of recognition, 

measurement, and presentation of assets that 

consist of cash and receivables, inventories, 

property, plant and equipment, and intangible 

assets based on International Finan, LO4  - 

apply the methods of recognition, 

measurement, and presentation of liabilities 

both current and noncurrent based on 

International Financial Reporting Standards 

(IFRS) and Standar Akuntansi Keuangan (SAK)
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166 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6079020 Method and Practice of 

Computerized Audit

2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course outlines the role of information technology (IT) and 

focuses on the application of generalized audit software (GAS) in 

auditing practices. The course is designed to introduce the 

features of GAS to prevent and detect financial fraud issues in 

computer-based accounting systems.

LO1  - perform data analysis operation using 

features of Audit Command Language (ACL)., 

LO2  - identify business process, general 

controls, application controls and financial 

fraud issues in computer based accounting 

systems., LO3  - identify audit objectives and 

internal control issues in relation to business 

processes cycles (revenue cycle, expenditure 

cycle and production cycle)., LO4  - perform 

test of controls and substantive tests in 

relation to business processes cycles (revenue 

cycle, expenditure cycle and production cycle) 

using ACL.

167 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6314020 Forensic Accounting and 

Fraud Examination

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

168 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6314020 Forensic Accounting and 

Fraud Examination

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

169 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6321020 Theory and Research 

Methodology in Accounting 

and Finance

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course aims student to understand the important theories 

and models used in accounting and finance related researches 

and how those theories and models helps research and studies 

in accounting, the current issues in accounting areas, and the 

research trends in accounting. This course also 

helpstudentunderstanding research methodology, and 

quantitative research methods in particular, up to the process of 

writing and presenting the research report.This course is 

expected to be able to provide ideas and support students in 

doing thesis research. 

LO1  - describe The contemporary issues in 

accounting and the nature of accounting 

theory, LO2  - identify The accounting theories 

used in accounting and finance research, LO3  - 

analyze The current issues in accounting 

research and the related theories, LO4  - 

describe Research problem, literature review, 

hypothesis, data collection and analyses, LO5  - 

apply Research methodology in developing 

research proposal

170 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6321020 Theory and Research 

Methodology in Accounting 

and Finance

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course aims student to understand the important theories 

and models used in accounting and finance related researches 

and how those theories and models helps research and studies 

in accounting, the current issues in accounting areas, and the 

research trends in accounting. This course also 

helpstudentunderstanding research methodology, and 

quantitative research methods in particular, up to the process of 

writing and presenting the research report.This course is 

expected to be able to provide ideas and support students in 

doing thesis research. 

LO1  - describe The contemporary issues in 

accounting and the nature of accounting 

theory, LO2  - identify The accounting theories 

used in accounting and finance research, LO3  - 

analyze The current issues in accounting 

research and the related theories, LO4  - 

describe Research problem, literature review, 

hypothesis, data collection and analyses, LO5  - 

apply Research methodology in developing 

research proposal
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171 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6321020 Theory and Research 

Methodology in Accounting 

and Finance

4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course aims student to understand the important theories 

and models used in accounting and finance related researches 

and how those theories and models helps research and studies 

in accounting, the current issues in accounting areas, and the 

research trends in accounting. This course also 

helpstudentunderstanding research methodology, and 

quantitative research methods in particular, up to the process of 

writing and presenting the research report.This course is 

expected to be able to provide ideas and support students in 

doing thesis research. 

LO1  - describe The contemporary issues in 

accounting and the nature of accounting 

theory, LO2  - identify The accounting theories 

used in accounting and finance research, LO3  - 

analyze The current issues in accounting 

research and the related theories, LO4  - 

describe Research problem, literature review, 

hypothesis, data collection and analyses, LO5  - 

apply Research methodology in developing 

research proposal

172 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6389020 Big Data Analytics in 

Accounting & Finance

2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course comprises the concept of big data analytics aspects 

and implementations in accounting and finance. The student can 

learn and understand the techniques and methods used in 

preparing and decision support system data management, 

through big data analytics. This course gives student knowledges 

related with: What Are Big Data and Analytics? An Overview of 

Big data Intelligence, Analytics, and Data Science, What Are the 

Strategy and Business Applications of Big Data? Big Data History, 

Big Data Sources and Characteristics, Big Data Platforms and 

Operating Tools, Big Data Concepts and Tools, Big Data End User 

and Accounting Tools, Examples of big data, Big Data in the 

Accounting Department, Descriptive Analytics I: Nature of Data, 

Statistical Modeling, and Visualization, Descriptive Analytics II: 

Big data Intelligence And Data Warehouse, Predictive Analytics I: 

Data Mining Process, Methods, And Algorithms, Predictive 

analytics II: Text, Web, and Social Media Analytics, Ethics and 

privacy with big data, Future trends, privacy and managerial 

considerations in analytics

LO1  - explain Explain a collection of computer 

technologies that support big data analytics, 

LO2  - classify Classify big data analytics 

activities , LO3  - analyze Analyze problems in 

big analytics 

173 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT6398020 ERP Financial Accounting & 

Controlling

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid The students will learn about the processes that make up a 

business enterprise and seeing how enterprise resource 

planning (ERP) can improve the performance of these business 

processes, especially in finance and controlling process. The 

students also learn about its implementation in finance and 

controlling (FICO) process.

LO1  - describe Describe Enterprise Resource 

Planning concept and its implementation , LO2  

- describe Describe the concept and 

implementation of ERP Financial and 

Controlling Process, LO3  - analyze Analyze the 

implementation of ERP Financial and 

Controlling Process, LO4  - evaluate Evaluate 

financial management system, using 

accounting technology - ERP Financial and 

Controlling Process
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174 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT7066020 Managerial Accounting 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid Managerial Accounting Course is a strategic business which 

focus on profits (financial statement), process (customer focus 

and satisfaction), people (learning and satisfaction), and planet 

(environmental stewardship) for company sustainability. 

Managerial accounting course describes an overview of the role 

of managerial accountants in the organization and their skills, 

include managing risks and implementing strategy, from cost 

concept, cost behavior, cost volume profit analysis, variable 

costing, activity based costing, profit planning, flexible budget, 

relevant cost, pricing product  services, profitability analysis, 

performance measurement (Balance Score Card), transfer 

pricing, and sustainability report.

LO1  - discuss The role of management 

accountants in an organization, LO2  - 

calculate Cost classifications, cost behavior, 

cost volume profit relationship, LO3  - 

calculate Variable Costing, Activity-Based 

Costing, Profit Planning, and Flexible Budgets 

Performance Analysis, LO4  - prepare The 

Balance Score Card, Pricing Products, 

Profitability Analysis, Transfer Pricing, and 

Sustainability Report, LO5  - appraise strategic 

business through planning and decision 

support

175 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT7066020 Managerial Accounting 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Managerial Accounting Course is a strategic business which 

focus on profits (financial statement), process (customer focus 

and satisfaction), people (learning and satisfaction), and planet 

(environmental stewardship) for company sustainability. 

Managerial accounting course describes an overview of the role 

of managerial accountants in the organization and their skills, 

include managing risks and implementing strategy, from cost 

concept, cost behavior, cost volume profit analysis, variable 

costing, activity based costing, profit planning, flexible budget, 

relevant cost, pricing product  services, profitability analysis, 

performance measurement (Balance Score Card), transfer 

pricing, and sustainability report.

LO1  - discuss The role of management 

accountants in an organization, LO2  - 

calculate Cost classifications, cost behavior, 

cost volume profit relationship, LO3  - 

calculate Variable Costing, Activity-Based 

Costing, Profit Planning, and Flexible Budgets 

Performance Analysis, LO4  - prepare The 

Balance Score Card, Pricing Products, 

Profitability Analysis, Transfer Pricing, and 

Sustainability Report, LO5  - appraise strategic 

business through planning and decision 

support

176 Accounting Akuntansi ACCT7066020 Managerial Accounting 4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid Managerial Accounting Course is a strategic business which 

focus on profits (financial statement), process (customer focus 

and satisfaction), people (learning and satisfaction), and planet 

(environmental stewardship) for company sustainability. 

Managerial accounting course describes an overview of the role 

of managerial accountants in the organization and their skills, 

include managing risks and implementing strategy, from cost 

concept, cost behavior, cost volume profit analysis, variable 

costing, activity based costing, profit planning, flexible budget, 

relevant cost, pricing product  services, profitability analysis, 

performance measurement (Balance Score Card), transfer 

pricing, and sustainability report.

LO1  - discuss The role of management 

accountants in an organization, LO2  - 

calculate Cost classifications, cost behavior, 

cost volume profit relationship, LO3  - 

calculate Variable Costing, Activity-Based 

Costing, Profit Planning, and Flexible Budgets 

Performance Analysis, LO4  - prepare The 

Balance Score Card, Pricing Products, 

Profitability Analysis, Transfer Pricing, and 

Sustainability Report, LO5  - appraise strategic 

business through planning and decision 

support

177 Engineering Arsitektur ARCH6044014 Architectural Design III 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course trains students to have awareness, understanding 

and skills to design and present architectural space and form of 

multiple functions building on a site based on building 

programming, environmental and local values, by implementing 

building elements of architectural design principles. It also 

prepares students for the next course, Perancangan arsitektur 4.

LO1  - Solve the problem of human needed in 

architectural design, LO2  - Apply the 

proffesional ethics in architectural practice, 

LO3  - Arrange  building system, LO4  - 

Integrate cultural  environment system in 

architectural design, LO5  - Produce an 

architectural design work
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178 Engineering Arsitektur ARCH6046014 Architectural Design V 6 6 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course trains students to have awareness, understanding 

and skills to design and present architectural space and form of 

multiple functions building on a site based on urban context and 

high density living in effort to create the sense of a place. It also 

prepares students for Final Architecture Design Studio.

LO1  - solve the problem of human needed in 

architectural design, LO2  - apply the 

professional ethics in architectural practice, 

LO3  - arrange building systems, LO4  - 

integrate cultural  environment system in 

architectural design, LO5  - produce 

architectural design work

179 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual

ARTS6015007 Aesthetics 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course introduces students to aesthetics which seeks to 

explicate the essence of art by defining its nature, function, and 

the grounds for its recognition as articulated by classic and 

modern thinkers. The objective of this study is to get students 

acquainted with basic aesthetic theories and to apply them to 

appreciation, evaluation and even creation of visual art.

LO1  - Explain basic concepts in traditional and 

modern aesthetic theories, LO2  - Discover 

specific aesthetic concepts within any given 

artwork, LO3  - Relate theoretical elaborations 

of aesthetics to visual art experiences

180 Design Desain Komunikasi 

Visual

ARTS6015007 Aesthetics 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course introduces students to aesthetics which seeks to 

explicate the essence of art by defining its nature, function, and 

the grounds for its recognition as articulated by classic and 

modern thinkers. The objective of this study is to get students 

acquainted with basic aesthetic theories and to apply them to 

appreciation, evaluation and even creation of visual art.

LO1  - Explain basic concepts in traditional and 

modern aesthetic theories, LO2  - Discover 

specific aesthetic concepts within any given 

artwork, LO3  - Relate theoretical elaborations 

of aesthetics to visual art experiences

181 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6014019 Theory of Mass 

Communications

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course provides the needs of the students to know how 

theory developed in the past, developing in the present, and the 

new conception. The course emphasizes the forms and effects 

of media and how they impact the visual imagery that surrounds 

our lives. This course includes discussions of historical events 

because it is important to have a strong grounding in the 

historical development of media theory in study mass 

communication theory. Understanding mass communication 

theory will become even more necessary and universal because 

in the next few year mass media industries will continue to 

experience rapid change. This course will also provides students 

the insights into how they might do so in the future.

LO1  - Explain the mass communication theory 

and the effect of the rapid change for the 

media industries, LO2  - Apply the application 

of mass communication in their everyday 

activities, LO3  - Analyze the important role of 

audience, society, culture,  and other forms of 

diversity in mass communication theory and 

media industries.

182 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6014019 Theory of Mass 

Communications

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course provides the needs of the students to know how 

theory developed in the past, developing in the present, and the 

new conception. The course emphasizes the forms and effects 

of media and how they impact the visual imagery that surrounds 

our lives. This course includes discussions of historical events 

because it is important to have a strong grounding in the 

historical development of media theory in study mass 

communication theory. Understanding mass communication 

theory will become even more necessary and universal because 

in the next few year mass media industries will continue to 

experience rapid change. This course will also provides students 

the insights into how they might do so in the future.

LO1  - Explain the mass communication theory 

and the effect of the rapid change for the 

media industries, LO2  - Apply the application 

of mass communication in their everyday 

activities, LO3  - Analyze the important role of 

audience, society, culture,  and other forms of 

diversity in mass communication theory and 

media industries.

183 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6519019 Editing for News Program 4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL
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184 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6519019 Editing for News Program 4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

185 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6523019 Corporate Event 

Management

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

186 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6523019 Corporate Event 

Management

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

187 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6534019 Digital News Production 4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Digital news production course provides the basic concept of 

production in the news program. After finishing this course, 

students will be able to understand how to produce news both 

in single and multi-camera, evolving media environment by 

implementing the theories, techniques, and skills. The student 

can also create a program news-related website and journalistic 

content and distribute the content across integrated platforms.

LO1  - explain Explain Digital news production 

in the radio, TV and Online, LO2  - explain 

Explain the element and equipment in the 

digital news production of radio, TV and 

online, LO3  - produce  produce simple digital 

news audio, video and online broadcasting 

program

188 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6534019 Digital News Production 4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid Digital news production course provides the basic concept of 

production in the news program. After finishing this course, 

students will be able to understand how to produce news both 

in single and multi-camera, evolving media environment by 

implementing the theories, techniques, and skills. The student 

can also create a program news-related website and journalistic 

content and distribute the content across integrated platforms.

LO1  - explain Explain Digital news production 

in the radio, TV and Online, LO2  - explain 

Explain the element and equipment in the 

digital news production of radio, TV and 

online, LO3  - produce  produce simple digital 

news audio, video and online broadcasting 

program

189 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6535019 Media Promotion & 

Marketing in Journalism 

Broadcasting

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This Course aims to provide a complete picture of media 

marketing and promotion, particularly in New Digital Media 

development.

LO1  - identify Identify the development of 

digital media marketing and promotion, LO2  - 

explain Explain new ways of media and 

marketing promotion, LO3  - propose Propose 

media marketing and promotion plan.

190 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6535019 Media Promotion & 

Marketing in Journalism 

Broadcasting

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This Course aims to provide a complete picture of media 

marketing and promotion, particularly in New Digital Media 

development.

LO1  - identify Identify the development of 

digital media marketing and promotion, LO2  - 

explain Explain new ways of media and 

marketing promotion, LO3  - propose Propose 

media marketing and promotion plan.

191 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6537019 Digital Entertainment 

Program

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid The Digital Entertainment Program Production course provides a 

complete picture of the development of digital broadcasting, in 

particular, provides the primary broadcast production in a digital 

environment.

LO1  - identify Identify The development of 

digital broadcasting entertainment program, 

LO2  - explain Explain The digital broadcasting 

entertainment production, LO3  - produce 

Produce The digital broadcasting 

entertainment products
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192 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6537019 Digital Entertainment 

Program

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid The Digital Entertainment Program Production course provides a 

complete picture of the development of digital broadcasting, in 

particular, provides the primary broadcast production in a digital 

environment.

LO1  - identify Identify The development of 

digital broadcasting entertainment program, 

LO2  - explain Explain The digital broadcasting 

entertainment production, LO3  - produce 

Produce The digital broadcasting 

entertainment products

193 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6541019 Digital Corporate 

Communication

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

194 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6541019 Digital Corporate 

Communication

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

195 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6588019 Strategic Brand 

Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

196 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi COMM6588019 Strategic Brand 

Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

197 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6062001 Compilation Techniques 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Compilation technique is a technique that translates the source 

program into a final program for a particular computer language. 

This course also discussing the theory of automata and formal 

languages, Finite Automata and Grammar particularly useful in 

designing the lexical analyzer and parser syntactic as a part of 

compiler. Moreover automata theory can also be used for text 

editor, pattern matching, text processing and file searching. 

After learning this course, students should be able to make or 

practice a simple compiler. This course has same connections 

with subjects such as: operating systems, computer organization 

and architecture, also other computer languages

LO1  - describe the basic concepts of 

compilation techniques that include the 

functions, stages of compilation, the 

components of the compilation and compiler 

tool-making , the theory of automata and 

grammar in a formal Language., LO2  - apply 

Apply the theory of automata, formal 

language, and the grammar,  the concept of 

compilation techniques to translate a 

programming language into grammar that 

recognize input strings., LO3  - construct Apply 

the theoretical of regular  expression, and 

grammar to construct simple compiler  types 

of compiler in the market

198 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6062001 Compilation Techniques 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid Compilation technique is a technique that translates the source 

program into a final program for a particular computer language. 

This course also discussing the theory of automata and formal 

languages, Finite Automata and Grammar particularly useful in 

designing the lexical analyzer and parser syntactic as a part of 

compiler. Moreover automata theory can also be used for text 

editor, pattern matching, text processing and file searching. 

After learning this course, students should be able to make or 

practice a simple compiler. This course has same connections 

with subjects such as: operating systems, computer organization 

and architecture, also other computer languages

LO1  - describe the basic concepts of 

compilation techniques that include the 

functions, stages of compilation, the 

components of the compilation and compiler 

tool-making , the theory of automata and 

grammar in a formal Language., LO2  - apply 

Apply the theory of automata, formal 

language, and the grammar,  the concept of 

compilation techniques to translate a 

programming language into grammar that 

recognize input strings., LO3  - construct Apply 

the theoretical of regular  expression, and 

grammar to construct simple compiler  types 

of compiler in the market
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199 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6544001 Network Penetration 

Testing

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course introduces the concepts and practice related to 

ethical hacking methodology and its implementation. This topic 

course include: introduction to hacking, linux review, 

information gathering, target enumeration, vulnerability 

assessment, network sniffing, remote exploitation, client side 

exploitation, windows exploit, wireless hacking, web hacking

LO1  - define ethical hacking Methodology, 

LO2  - execute ethical hacking method with 

correct step, LO3  - assess vulnerabilities 

system with correct method

200 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6681001 Web Programming 3 2 1 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Web Programming course gives a guidance how the way to 

design and develop a Static and dynamic website. This<br 

/>subject explains the concept of web programming with PHP 

and using Laravel Framework. Laravel is a web application<br 

/>framework with expressive, elegant syntax. Laravel is 

accessible, yet powerful, providing tools needed for large, 

robust<br />applications.

LO1  - describe concept of web programming, 

LO2  - design web-based applications with 

structured approach, LO3  - identify a proper 

web programming technic to build web based 

application, LO4  - Create web-based 

applications using PHP Framework to solve 

problems that occur in the IT field.

201 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6681001 Web Programming 3 2 1 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid Web Programming course gives a guidance how the way to 

design and develop a Static and dynamic website. This<br 

/>subject explains the concept of web programming with PHP 

and using Laravel Framework. Laravel is a web application<br 

/>framework with expressive, elegant syntax. Laravel is 

accessible, yet powerful, providing tools needed for large, 

robust<br />applications.

LO1  - describe concept of web programming, 

LO2  - design web-based applications with 

structured approach, LO3  - identify a proper 

web programming technic to build web based 

application, LO4  - Create web-based 

applications using PHP Framework to solve 

problems that occur in the IT field.

202 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6737001 Geographical Information 

System

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course comprises principle concept, design, development, 

and matters relating to the geographical information system 

(GIS) project development. Its gives students basic knowledge 

related to the spatial analysis, technology, and skill to develop 

the geographical information system application

LO1  - explain gis concept and data model, LO2  

- describe gis data, LO3  - design geodatabase, 

LO4  - apply spatial analysis using GIS tools, 

LO5  - analyze GIS data standards and future 

trends

203 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP6737001 Geographical Information 

System

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course comprises principle concept, design, development, 

and matters relating to the geographical information system 

(GIS) project development. Its gives students basic knowledge 

related to the spatial analysis, technology, and skill to develop 

the geographical information system application

LO1  - explain gis concept and data model, LO2  

- describe gis data, LO3  - design geodatabase, 

LO4  - apply spatial analysis using GIS tools, 

LO5  - analyze GIS data standards and future 

trends

204 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP7116001 Computer Vision 4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Computer Vision is related to how computers could understand 

the information in images or videos as what human do through 

their eyes. Throughout the course, we will study the basic 

understanding of computer vision until the advance application 

in computer vision, such as object recognition and object 

detection. At the beginning of the course, we will discuss the 

image formation and standard image processing algorithms that 

are useful for many computer vision algorithms. Then, local 

feature is introduced through edge and corner detector 

algorithms. Using the local features, we will study how different 

images could be matched. Finally, we will discuss various 

recognition algorithms from instance to category recognition. In 

addition, the standard object detection method is introduced.

LO1  - describe various computational 

principles and standard image processing 

operators in computer vision, LO2  - explain 

the local features with their detectors and 

descriptors in computer vision, LO3  - employ 

various features to find the correspondence 

between images and perform recognition in 

computer vision, LO4  - build various image 

recognition system in computer vision
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205 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika COMP7116001 Computer Vision 4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid Computer Vision is related to how computers could understand 

the information in images or videos as what human do through 

their eyes. Throughout the course, we will study the basic 

understanding of computer vision until the advance application 

in computer vision, such as object recognition and object 

detection. At the beginning of the course, we will discuss the 

image formation and standard image processing algorithms that 

are useful for many computer vision algorithms. Then, local 

feature is introduced through edge and corner detector 

algorithms. Using the local features, we will study how different 

images could be matched. Finally, we will discuss various 

recognition algorithms from instance to category recognition. In 

addition, the standard object detection method is introduced.

LO1  - describe various computational 

principles and standard image processing 

operators in computer vision, LO2  - explain 

the local features with their detectors and 

descriptors in computer vision, LO3  - employ 

various features to find the correspondence 

between images and perform recognition in 

computer vision, LO4  - build various image 

recognition system in computer vision

206 Engineering Sistem Komputer CPEN6227010 Advanced Computer 

Network

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

207 Engineering Sistem Komputer CPEN6228010 Applied Network Security 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course introduces to the students the methodology used by 

intruders to breach the security of a network, Cloud systems. 

The students introduced and exposed to hacking tools for the 

purpose of penetration testing. The theory behind how the tools 

are used and where they work are explained. The course 

includes hands-on lab on attacking and defending the systems, 

network, and Cloud Systems.

LO1  - explain fundamental concepts of Ethical 

Hacking, malware and foundation for Ethical 

Hacking and malware, LO2  - solve problem 

related to defense / hardness systems from 

vulnerabilities and systems hacking, LO3  - 

explain acquired knowledge related to 

Penetration testing, LO4  - perform a 

simulation using Hacking tools (Kali Linux 

2019)

208 Engineering Sistem Komputer CPEN6236010 PLC Programming for 

Industrial Automation

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

209 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika DTSC6006001 Machine Learning 3 2 1 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course provides the student with the basic ideas and 

intuition behind modern supervised and unsupervised learning 

methodsas well as a bit more formal understanding of how, 

why, and when they work. Classes on theoretical and algorithmic 

aspects are complemented by practical lab sessions.Students 

should understand basic probability, statistics, linear algebra, 

and calculus. You should have some background in Python 

programming.

LO1  - explain  concepts and challenges of 

machine learning systems, LO2  - demonstrate 

feature engineering  techniques on the 

dataset to get important features for 

modelling, LO3  - construct supervised and 

unsupervised learning  models using python 

for solving  a given problem, LO4  - examine 

the best machine learning model for a given 

problem

210 Humanities Pendidikan Guru 

Sekolah Dasar

EDUC6060030 ICT for Primary 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course will teach students how to effectively communicate 

their teaching materials through words and images, how to use 

audio to describe visuals, how to avoid overwhelming learners 

with extraneous media effects, how to design examples and 

practice exercises that develop new skills, and how to effectively 

use networked collaborative facilities for learning.

LO1  - apply ICT for primary school subjects, 

LO2  - Create virtual reality-based teaching 

materials, LO3  - Create augmented reality-

based teaching materials
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211 Humanities Sastra Inggris ENGL6244024 Social Media Broadcasting 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course prepares students to broadcast or stream live video 

for social media whether via phone or desktop while maintaining 

good English in their broadcast. It educates students the 

potential of live videos for the future as well as teaching them 

how to make money while they live-stream. Students will also 

learn some softwares to add extra effects or captions to make 

their show look professional.

LO1  - explain the principles of creating live 

video for social media in a professional 

manner, LO2  - identify the correct principles 

of good live video streams from case studies, 

LO3  - produce professional live videos for 

social media using the correct principles, LO4  - 

demonstrate good English skills in the live 

videos for social media 

212 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen ENTR6494005 Managing Growing 

Business

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course is a course that will help students to understand the 

8 steps to start and grow a business. Objectives of this course 

are to help students to start a new business or revenue stream, 

build a business plan, understand various funding options, set 

up proper banking and bookkeeping procedures, create a 

strategic plan, design and implement a marketing plan, and 

institute sound legal procedures. Topics will be covered in this 

course including concept design and plan development, building 

financial and raising capital, maintaining a strategic plan, banking 

and bookkeeping procedures, utilizing a marketing plan, legal 

structure and procedures, tax planning and savings, and 

systemizing the business and reducing expenses. 

LO1  - explain the Business Plan to Raise 

Capital, LO2  - construct the Strategic Plan to 

Build and Grow the Business, LO3  - identify 

Marketing Strategies and Business Entity in 

Indonesia

213 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen ENTR6579005 New Venture Creation 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid New Venture Creation is a course that will help students to 

understand the process of creating a startup, from the 

recognition of an opportunity to the launch of the business. This 

course designed to help students to organize and plan for 

venture creation by mentally engaging in the various activities 

that entrepreneurs typically undertake. Topics will be covered in 

this course including creating opportunity, conducting a 

feasibility analysis and designing a business model, prototyping 

and validating a solution, protecting startup assets, building the 

founding team, calculating startup capital requirements, crafting 

a business plan and building a solid strategic plan, designing an 

entrepreneurial company, planning startup operations, 

developing a startup marketing plan, incorporating ethics and 

social responsibility into the business, funding startup and 

growth, and planning for growth.

LO1  - explain Entrepreneurship and 

Opportunity in Business, LO2  - construct 

Feasibility Analysis of a Business, LO3  - 

formulate Business Design to Create an 

Entrepreneurial Company, LO4  - assess 

Planning for Growth and Change

214 Engineering Teknologi Pangan FOOD6063015 Food Safety & Sanitation 3 2 1 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

215 Engineering Teknologi Pangan FOOD6064015 Oral Communication in 

Food Technology

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course assesses cognitive (concepts  theories) and 

behavioral (skills) learning outcomes. Students will be 

introduced to a comprehensive approach to effective and 

confident delivery in various oral communications, emphasizing 

speech improvement with attention to audience analysis, 

materials organization, and delivery techniques. 

LO1  - explain the basic principles of oral 

communication, LO2  - construct speech 

outlines and visual aids, LO3  - demonstrate 

delivery skills in various oral communications
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216 Engineering Teknologi Pangan FOOD6076015 Food Fermentation 

Technology

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid Fermented foods and beverages have attracted the public in the 

past decade. The course covers all aspects of fermented food 

from near disciplines such as microbiology, chemistry, 

engineering, nutrition, and biomedicine. The discussion of 

molecular and analytical methods have been developed that 

provide a basis for understanding the role of specific 

microorganisms and microbial communities in producing the 

unique flavors, textures, and appearances for which fermented 

foods and beverages are known. This course is expected to be 

the general reference that students can use to understand and 

create innovative products.

LO1  - describe Describe the history and 

fundamental knowledge of food fermentation 

technology, LO2  - explain Explain the basic 

microbiology and biochemistry of food 

fermentation, LO3  - apply Apply the 

fermentation processes in food production 

217 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika GAME6085001 Object Oriented Game 

Programming 

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Object oriented programming paradigm is widely used in many 

industries to develop application. This paradigm can also used in 

game development process. The course will deliver both 

theoretical and practical approaches on developing games using 

object oriented programming paradigm.

LO1  - describe object oriented programming 

and its main features., LO2  - differentiate the 

distinction between conventional 

programming and object oriented 

programming., LO3  - design a program or 

game model using main features of object 

oriented programming., LO4  - construct a 

program or game using main features of 

object oriented programming.

218 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika GAME6086001 Game Development 

Capstone Project 

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course provide the learning process to create a game. This 

course will focusing on creating a finished game by doing the 

design, prototyping, finishing, and launching the game.

LO1  - design  a game design document, LO2  - 

produce  a game prototype, LO3  - produce  a 

game using guided practice project approach, 

LO4  - deploy  a game to game market

219 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Perhotelan HTMN6011021 Culinary Art 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This Courses provide knowledge and skills about Art in Culinary 

which covers equipment and materials used, handling and 

carving, as well as the presentation of the product

LO1  - explain the culinary art technique and 

ingredients, LO2  - demonstrate Culinary art 

techniques in various item, LO3  - design  

culinary art presentation
220 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Perhotelan HTMN6074021 Pastry & Bakery Production 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course is a study of the fundamentals of baking including, 

dough, quick bread, pies, cakes, cookies, tarts, and basic items 

made in a bakery. Topics include baking terminology, tool and 

equipment use, formula conversions, functions of ingredients, 

and the use of proper flours. This course also creating the 

prototype of innovative business ideas to solve problems. 

Students would have to create the prototype in term of 

representing their innovative business idea

LO1  - identify value propositions in business 

with physical / visual representation of an 

idea, LO2  - identify the equipment and 

ingredients used for Pastry and bakery 

production, LO3  - illustrate the processing of 

bread and cakes, LO4  - demonstrate how to 

make pastry and bakery product, LO5  -  

Identify value propositions in business with 

physical / visual representation of an idea

221 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Perhotelan HTMN6075021 Bar and Beverage 

Operation

6 2 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course is focusing on how to manage the beverage option 

of a restaurant, bar, hotel, country club and any place that 

serves beverages to customers. It provides the students with the 

essentials for bar managing, including information on equipping, 

staffing, and marketing as well as the purchase and mixology of 

beverages. This course is embedded with the major elements of 

entrepreneurial activity such as market identification and 

analysis, evaluation and planning of the business, financing, 

typical operating and administrative problems, and alternatives 

for growth or sale.

LO1  - identify value propositions in business 

with physical / visual representation of an 

idea, LO2  - explain the product in Bar and 

Beverage industry, LO3  - demonstrate 

Cocktails and Mocktails making, Service, and 

Selling techniques in Beverage Industry, LO4  - 

classify Ideas and challenges to the feasibility 

of Bar and Beverage operations, LO5  -  

Identify value propositions in business with 

physical / visual representation of an idea
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222 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Perhotelan HTMN6083021 Asian Cuisine 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course is a general introduction to Asian Cuisine. Students 

learn about the history and principles of various Asian cuisines. 

Emphasis is placed upon developing skills in maintaining and 

properly using equipment and utensils. Topics covered included 

specialty and nationality food from each country of Asian

LO1  - describe traditional kitchen equipment, 

utensils and their uses , LO2  - explain Herbs 

and spices used in Asian cuisine , LO3  - 

demonstrate Preparation and cooking method 

used in Asian Dish

223 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Perhotelan HTMN6093021 Authentic Indonesian 

Cuisine

4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course will study traditional dishes from various regions in 

Indonesia, learn about traditional equipment and utensils, 

Indonesian herbs and spices, and traditional cooking methods. 

In this course, students are also taught how to make a business 

plan in the culinary arts sector by taking advantage of 

technological developments currently developing in the 

industry.

LO1  - explain traditional equipment and 

utensil and local Herbs  Spices , LO2  - apply 

traditional cooking methods in cooking 

Indonesian regional dishes, LO3  - 

demonstrate preparation and cooking process 

of Indonesian regional dishes and make 

business proposals that utilize the latest 

technology
224 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Perhotelan HTMN6112021 Café and Bar Business 6 2 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This courses focuses on to manage the beverage option of a 

restaurant, bar, hotel, country club&mdash;any place that 

serves beverages to customers. This course provides student 

with the history of the beverage industry and appreciation of 

wine, beer, and spirits; information on equipping, staffing, 

managing, and marketing a bar; and the purchase and mixology 

of beverages. Students will learn changes to regulations 

regarding the service of alcohol, updated sanitation guidelines, 

updates to labor laws and the employment of staff, and how to 

make your operation more profitable. This course is embedded 

with the major elements of entrepreneurial activity such as 

market identification and analysis, evaluation and planning of 

the business, financing, typical operating and administrative 

problems, and alternatives for growth or sale.

LO1  - explain Explain Student will be able to 

explain a greater knowledge of upscale 

products, LO2  - discuss Discuss Student will 

be able to discuss new service methods to 

attract a wider demographic for cafe and bar 

operation, LO3  - apply Apply Student will be 

able to apply staffing—improve the 

recruitment, hiring, and training of employees, 

LO4  - demonstrate Demonstrate Student will 

be able to demonstrate management 

practices—learn methods for pricing 

individual drinks, tracking product, preventing 

loss, and calculating a bar's break-even point 

for profit, LO5  -  Identify value propositions in 

business with physical / visual representation 

of an idea, LO6  -  Identify value propositions 

in business with physical / visual 

representation of an idea

225 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Perhotelan HTMN6122021 Pastry and Bakery 

Production

4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

226 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6006029 Introduction to Security 

Studies

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid The course provides a comprehensive approach in 

understanding security issues both theoretically as well as 

practically. The course enables students with a common basis in 

Security Studies by introducing and familiarizing a variety of 

concepts, theories, and thoughts through reading of the original 

sources of the most important ideas that form the basis of 

Security Studies. This course is a prerequisite course for students 

who are willing to continue their study on Security Studies 

streaming.

LO1  - define key concepts in Security Studies, 

LO2  - discuss theories and approaches in 

Security Studies, LO3  - apply relevant 

concepts, theories, and approaches in Security 

Studies to case studies, LO4  - analyze 

contemporary security issues in detail, 

including its causes, effects, and possible 

solutions
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227 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6039029 Indonesia's Trade Policy in 

An Era of Free Competition

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course aims to explore specifically aspects of Indonesia’s 

trade namely history, actors, theoretical approach and policy. 

Empirical problems that affect the national economic condition 

will be discussed to know how the Indonesian government make 

decision and kind of policies offered in facing the problems. At 

the latest meetings of this course, the students will be provided 

the negotiation practice to understand how the policies made, 

works, evaluate, and offer another solutions for Indonesia.

LO1  - identify Indonesian trade policies and 

macroeconomic condition, LO2  - explain Main 

perspectives in industrialisation, monetary, 

and trade theories, LO3  - analyze the 

Indonesia's contemporary trade in the era of 

free competition

Khusus untuk mahasiswa S1 

HI atau S1 Ilmu Politik

228 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6097029 Introduction to 

International Political 

Economy

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course introduces students to aspects of international trade 

and business namely actors, history, theoretical approach and 

policy. Empirical cases that draw aspect of trade will be 

discussed to make sense the international trade and business 

phenomena from the perspective of international political 

economy. Upon successful completion, the course will enable 

students to understand how international trade and business 

system works and interacts.

LO1  - Identify the history of the development 

of the international trade during the Golden 

Age until the 21 Centuries and the growing of 

international business activities, LO2  - Explain 

the main perspectives on international 

political economy and theories of 

international trade and business, LO3  - 

Illustrate the governments’ international trade 

and business policies and their influence on 

global economy, LO4  - Analyze the 

international trade and business phenomena 

and their contemporary development of today

229 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6151029 Regional Integration in 

Europe

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course aims to provide students with theories and practice 

of European integration which many see as the most successful 

in the world. In addition to describe and analyze the evolution of 

European integration, this course also discusses the current 

debates and challenges to European integration. This course is a 

foundation to understand the course oncontemporary issues in 

Europe.

LO1  - identify key concepts and theories in 

the European regional integration, LO2  - 

describe major events in the evolution of 

European integration, LO3  - discuss current 

debates and challenges to European 

integration, LO4  - apply concepts and theories 

to cases of European integration

230 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6152029 Regional Integration in 

America

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid The course highlights the process of regional integration in 

America. This will answer the shift of global interaction into a 

structurally complex noodle-bowl type of regional 

tradearrangement. As the conflation between developmental 

and trade facilitation issues become highly crucial for American 

Hemisphere.American integration is significant process of 

economic and political liberalization. This courseequips students 

with in-depth knowledge on regional integration in America. It 

also enriches student with perspectives, ideologies, and issues of 

economic and political underpinnings. The course will trigger 

students to raise more inquiryabout regional issues in America, 

which in turn open the horizon of International Relations 

student to the study of regional integration and practical 

knowledge thereof.

LO1  - identify  key perspectives and concepts 

on regional integration, LO2  - describe 

important development of regional 

Integration that takes place in American 

Hemisphere, LO3  - explain issues and policy 

options that affect the development of 

regional integration in America, LO4  - analyze 

the systemic change that affects the 

development of regional integration in 

America
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231 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6153029 Regional Integration in East 

Asia

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course aims to provide students with a thorough 

explanation of East Asian regional and global development. It 

covers a discussion of history, internal politics, cooperation, and 

security issues among member states. In addition, this course 

also elaborates the projection of the regional stability and extra-

territorial actors in the region, particularly the United States.<br 

/>This course enables students to understand contemporary 

East Asia’s regional cooperation and its global development. The 

course enriches students with the concept of regional 

development while fulfilling student understanding of politics, 

security, and economic contexts within the region.

LO1  - identify key perspectives and concepts 

on regionalism, LO2  - describe important 

development of regionalism that takes place 

in East Asia, LO3  - explain issues and policy 

options that affects the development of 

regionalism in East Asia, LO4  - analyze the 

systemic change that affects the development 

of regionalism in East Asia

232 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6154029 Regional Integration in 

Africa and Middle East

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid The course provides a comprehensive approach to understand 

political economy of regional integration in the Middle East and 

North African (MENA) countries. It presents the cases of the role 

of government, private sector as well as the role of the people, 

in public-private cooperation towards regional cooperation and 

the complexities of development in the intraregional and 

multilateral trade and cooperation. 

LO1  - identify the history and its distinct 

characteristics of the MENA countries in the 

terms of social, political, economy and 

cultural, LO2  - describe the dynamics of 

political economy as well as social dynamics in 

MENA countries, LO3  - analyze socio-

economic and political development of the 

MENA countries in the international 

cooperations

233 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6156029 Business Diplomacy and 

Geopolitics

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL Khusus untuk mahasiswa S1 

HI atau S1 Ilmu Politik
234 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6159029 Cyber Security and 

International Relations

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL Khusus untuk mahasiswa S1 

HI atau S1 Ilmu Politik
235 Humanities Hubungan 

Internasional

INTR6162029 Multiculturalism and Digital 

Society

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL LO1  - identify issues related to the 

transformation of cultural  sphere in digital 

era, LO2  - explain the body of issues related 

to the transformation of cultural  sphere in 

digital era, LO3  - apply the knowledge of 

issues related to the transformation of cultural  

sphere in digital era to the simple project

Khusus untuk mahasiswa S1 

HI atau S1 Ilmu Politik

236 Engineering Teknik Industri ISYE6125011 Quality Engineering 3 3 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course discusses the theory and application of both 

statistical and management methods employed in creating 

quality in goods and services. The course provides 

understanding in Quality Management Concepts and for 

applying quality-engineering skill.

LO1  - explain Explain quality management 

concepts such as ISO, TQM, MBQA, Six Sigma, 

and Quality Cost, LO2  - differentiate 

Differentiate quality tools (e.g. PDCA, Seven 

Tools, Quality Function Deployment (QFD), 

control charts, root cause analysis, FMEA, 

Kanban) in process improvement, LO3  - use 

Use statistical quality control technique and 

related software for data analysis, LO4  - 

propose Propose process improvement 

utilizing quality tools , LO5  - apply Apply 

design of experiment for continuous 

improvement

237 Engineering Teknik Industri ISYE6185011 Systems Simulation 3 3 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL
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238 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6123003 Introduction to Database 

Systems

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course introduces concepts and terminologies in database 

system, like database architecture, relational model, Structured 

Query Language (SQL), security issues in database environment, 

normalization technique, ER modeling, and database 

technologies like Data warehouse concept. It gives student basic 

knowledge about how to create and modify tables that 

appropriate to the requirements of organization.

LO1  - describe concepts, terminologies, 

environment, and relational model in 

database system, LO2  - apply user role and 

right access to increase security in database 

system, LO3  - construct query of SQL that 

suitable with the problem, LO4  - design 

database using structured data model, LO5  - 

recognize database technology concept

239 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6126003 Enterprise Systems 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Enterprise System course gives knowledge to the students to 

learn more details about Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), 

Supply Chain Management (SCM), Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM), Knowledge Management (KM) and their 

integration in the Company. The students already know about 

the concept and how to manage IS implementation in the 

company, but the students have to know how to use 

information technology that integrate application for identify 

the problems, identify and analyze user requirement, how to 

choose the vendor for Information Systems implementation, 

how to develop Information Systems in the company, and able 

to solve the problems effectively by using Information Systems.

LO1  - describe basic concept of enterprise 

system for Company. (C2), LO2  - explain basic 

concept of system integration. (C2), LO3  - 

analyze case study in enterprise systems. (C4), 

LO4  - evaluate integration application and 

strategy in implementation ERP in company. 

(C6), LO5  - assess topic/idea of integration 

enterprise system activities (ERP, SCM, CRM, 

KM) needed by the  Company. (C6)

240 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6187003 Business Web Solution 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Business Web Solution is a useful course for student as a web 

sites developer, designer, marketer and owner to transform the 

success rate of any web sites. This course is organized into two 

parts, part I How to make optimization in web sites and part II 

about the techniques to get visitors engage with the web sites. 

Successful students will be ready to make critical changes that 

will transform web sites and have a platform on build ongoing 

optimization

NULL

241 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6187003 Business Web Solution 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid Business Web Solution is a useful course for student as a web 

sites developer, designer, marketer and owner to transform the 

success rate of any web sites. This course is organized into two 

parts, part I How to make optimization in web sites and part II 

about the techniques to get visitors engage with the web sites. 

Successful students will be ready to make critical changes that 

will transform web sites and have a platform on build ongoing 

optimization

NULL

242 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6202003 Social Informatics 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course gives student understanding that social informatics 

and social media are important; therefore students need to do 

something about it and they know why and how to use it in 

business context. In study social informatics, student must have 

some background of business and management, information 

system concept and e-business.

NULL
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243 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6202003 Social Informatics 4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course gives student understanding that social informatics 

and social media are important; therefore students need to do 

something about it and they know why and how to use it in 

business context. In study social informatics, student must have 

some background of business and management, information 

system concept and e-business.

NULL

244 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6202003 Social Informatics 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course gives student understanding that social informatics 

and social media are important; therefore students need to do 

something about it and they know why and how to use it in 

business context. In study social informatics, student must have 

some background of business and management, information 

system concept and e-business.

NULL

245 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6205003 Enterprise Architecture 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course presents the holistic approach of Enterprise 

Architecture and provides a clear explanation of the relationship 

between strategic, business and technology planning. 

Predecessor this course is Information System Concepts, 

Business Process Fundamental, Introduction of Database, 

Analysis and Design of Information Systems, Management 

Information Systems, and Strategic Management.

LO1  - identify Student able to identify context 

of course, the value and risk of doing holistic 

architecture, and how holistic architecture 

helps to link strategic, business and 

technology planning., LO2  - discuss Student 

able to discuss what a holistic architecture 

framework is, presents a step-by-step 

methodology to implement it through the 

documentation of current and future of 

resources, describes how to co, LO3  - apply 

Student able to apply and maintain EA 

information in an online repository within the 

enterprise, and how governance processes 

can be integrated, as well as author’s thought 

on holistic architecture as, LO4  - demonstrate 

Student able to demonstrate and develop how 

TOGAF helps to create IS/IT Enterprise 

Architects

246 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6205003 Enterprise Architecture 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course presents the holistic approach of Enterprise 

Architecture and provides a clear explanation of the relationship 

between strategic, business and technology planning. 

Predecessor this course is Information System Concepts, 

Business Process Fundamental, Introduction of Database, 

Analysis and Design of Information Systems, Management 

Information Systems, and Strategic Management.

LO1  - identify Student able to identify context 

of course, the value and risk of doing holistic 

architecture, and how holistic architecture 

helps to link strategic, business and 

technology planning., LO2  - discuss Student 

able to discuss what a holistic architecture 

framework is, presents a step-by-step 

methodology to implement it through the 

documentation of current and future of 

resources, describes how to co, LO3  - apply 

Student able to apply and maintain EA 

information in an online repository within the 

enterprise, and how governance processes 

can be integrated, as well as author’s thought 

on holistic architecture as, LO4  - demonstrate 

Student able to demonstrate and develop how 

TOGAF helps to create IS/IT Enterprise 

Architects
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247 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6256003 Information Systems 

Project Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course provides an understanding of how to perform 

project management, such as human resource planning, system 

development, project estimation, projectscheduling, 

projectimplementation and control. Students will learn the 

processes, tools, techniques, and areas of knowledge needed to 

successfully manage information technology (IT) projects.

NULL

248 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6256003 Information Systems 

Project Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course provides an understanding of how to perform 

project management, such as human resource planning, system 

development, project estimation, projectscheduling, 

projectimplementation and control. Students will learn the 

processes, tools, techniques, and areas of knowledge needed to 

successfully manage information technology (IT) projects.

NULL

249 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6256003 Information Systems 

Project Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course provides an understanding of how to perform 

project management, such as human resource planning, system 

development, project estimation, projectscheduling, 

projectimplementation and control. Students will learn the 

processes, tools, techniques, and areas of knowledge needed to 

successfully manage information technology (IT) projects.

NULL

250 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6402003 Business Analytics 4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course provides the fundamental concepts and tools 

needed to understand the role of modern business analytics in 

organizations, to apply basic business analytics tools in a 

spreadsheet environment, and to communicate with analytics 

professionals to effectively use and interpret analytic models 

and results for making better business decisions. This course 

takes a balanced, holistic approach in viewing business analytics 

from descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive perspectives that 

define the discipline.

LO1  - explain the motivations, concepts, 

methods, and methodologies for different 

types of analytics, LO2  - identify the 

fundamental tools and methods of data 

analysis and statistics for descriptive analytics, 

LO3  - practice several approaches for 

predictive analytics including: trendlines and 

regression analysis, forecasting, introductory 

data mining techniques, building and 

analyzing models on spreadsheets, simulation 

a, LO4  - practice several approaches for 

prescriptive analytics including: linear, integer, 

nonlinear optimization models and 

applications

251 Accounting Akuntansi ISYS6490020 Information System 

Auditing

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course provides knowledge of information systems based 

auditing, including the use of Computer-Assisted Audit 

Techniques (CAATs) to analyse the financial data, including 

auditing various transaction cycle. The course also introduces 

CoBiT 5 framework, fraud issues associated with computer-

based business process and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

systems.

LO1  - define The information system based 

auditing, its controls and the key activities, 

and IT governance (COBIT Framework), LO2  - 

identify Security Audit: Database, Operating 

System and Network, LO3  - explain The use of 

CAATs for data extraction, gathering 

accounting data, testing application controls, 

performing substantive tests and analysing the 

data, LO4  - describe General controls, 

application controls, cycles associated with 

computer-based business processes, LO5  - 

demonstrate Enterprise Resource Planning 

System, LO6  - demonstrate Business ethics, 

fraud, and fraud detection
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252 Accounting Akuntansi ISYS6490020 Information System 

Auditing

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course provides knowledge of information systems based 

auditing, including the use of Computer-Assisted Audit 

Techniques (CAATs) to analyse the financial data, including 

auditing various transaction cycle. The course also introduces 

CoBiT 5 framework, fraud issues associated with computer-

based business process and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

systems.

LO1  - define The information system based 

auditing, its controls and the key activities, 

and IT governance (COBIT Framework), LO2  - 

identify Security Audit: Database, Operating 

System and Network, LO3  - explain The use of 

CAATs for data extraction, gathering 

accounting data, testing application controls, 

performing substantive tests and analysing the 

data, LO4  - describe General controls, 

application controls, cycles associated with 

computer-based business processes, LO5  - 

demonstrate Enterprise Resource Planning 

System, LO6  - demonstrate Business ethics, 

fraud, and fraud detection

253 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6535003 Information Systems 

Analysis and Design

6 4 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course comprises a methodology for Information systems 

analysis and design as a part of information system 

development. This course gives the students the knowledge and 

skills to gather user requirements and analyze and make a model 

of requirement using an object-oriented approach using UML 

notation. This course is a prerequisite for Advanced System 

Analysis and Design course and related to the User Experience 

Course.

LO1  - explain Information System 

Development methods and the Systems 

Analysis and Design with UML, LO2  - apply the 

techniques and methods for gathering user 

requirements and define the requirements, 

LO3  - identify value propositions in business 

with physical / visual representation of an 

idea, LO4  - Create Functional requirement 

models and their descriptions to describe 

which activities must do with the system for 

users., LO5  - Create structure or domain 

models and their descriptions to describe data 

storing needed by the system, LO6  - Create 

Proposed System Analysis Documents and 

gaining Approval from users

254 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6535003 Information Systems 

Analysis and Design

6 4 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course comprises a methodology for Information systems 

analysis and design as a part of information system 

development. This course gives the students the knowledge and 

skills to gather user requirements and analyze and make a model 

of requirement using an object-oriented approach using UML 

notation. This course is a prerequisite for Advanced System 

Analysis and Design course and related to the User Experience 

Course.

LO1  - explain Information System 

Development methods and the Systems 

Analysis and Design with UML, LO2  - apply the 

techniques and methods for gathering user 

requirements and define the requirements, 

LO3  - identify value propositions in business 

with physical / visual representation of an 

idea, LO4  - Create Functional requirement 

models and their descriptions to describe 

which activities must do with the system for 

users., LO5  - Create structure or domain 

models and their descriptions to describe data 

storing needed by the system, LO6  - Create 

Proposed System Analysis Documents and 

gaining Approval from users
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255 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6535003 Information Systems 

Analysis and Design

6 4 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course comprises a methodology for Information systems 

analysis and design as a part of information system 

development. This course gives the students the knowledge and 

skills to gather user requirements and analyze and make a model 

of requirement using an object-oriented approach using UML 

notation. This course is a prerequisite for Advanced System 

Analysis and Design course and related to the User Experience 

Course.

LO1  - explain Information System 

Development methods and the Systems 

Analysis and Design with UML, LO2  - apply the 

techniques and methods for gathering user 

requirements and define the requirements, 

LO3  - identify value propositions in business 

with physical / visual representation of an 

idea, LO4  - Create Functional requirement 

models and their descriptions to describe 

which activities must do with the system for 

users., LO5  - Create structure or domain 

models and their descriptions to describe data 

storing needed by the system, LO6  - Create 

Proposed System Analysis Documents and 

gaining Approval from users

256 Information 

Systems

Sistem Informasi ISYS6596003 User Experience Research 

and Design

6 4 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course introduces the methodology of enhancing user 

satisfaction and loyalty by improving the usability, ease of use, 

and pleasure provided in the interaction between the user and 

the system. User experience is any aspect of a person's 

interaction with a given IT system, including the interface, 

graphics, industrial design, physical interaction, and the manual. 

It enables students to analyse, design and build properly User 

Experience by using a structure system methodology.

LO1  - explain the essentials of designing user 

experience, LO2  - apply techniques for 

designing User Experience, LO3  - analyze 

context for designing User Experience, LO4  - 

analyze the foundations of user experience 

design

257 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen ISYS8175005 E-Business Strategy and 

Implementation

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course emphasizes a fundamental understanding of 

strategy and implementation of e-business concepts and 

practices. The courses offer students an international approach 

and a good balance between technical and managerial topics 

from the importance of understanding ofe-commerce. This is a 

strategy by integrating the use of internet into overall e-

commerce business activities.

LO1  - describe Describe the concept, 

opportunities and challenges of digital 

business, LO2  - recognize Recognize the key 

principles of Digital Marketing, ICT and CRM, 

LO3  - demonstrate Demonstrate the ability to 

conceptualized and formulate strategy for 

digital business, LO4  - relate Relate the 

business requirement, resources and 

theoretical framework for planning and 

facilitating the strategy development and 

implementation

258 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen ISYS8175005 E-Business Strategy and 

Implementation

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course emphasizes a fundamental understanding of 

strategy and implementation of e-business concepts and 

practices. The courses offer students an international approach 

and a good balance between technical and managerial topics 

from the importance of understanding ofe-commerce. This is a 

strategy by integrating the use of internet into overall e-

commerce business activities.

LO1  - describe Describe the concept, 

opportunities and challenges of digital 

business, LO2  - recognize Recognize the key 

principles of Digital Marketing, ICT and CRM, 

LO3  - demonstrate Demonstrate the ability to 

conceptualized and formulate strategy for 

digital business, LO4  - relate Relate the 

business requirement, resources and 

theoretical framework for planning and 

facilitating the strategy development and 

implementation
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259 Humanities Sastra Jepang JAPN6074025 Japanese Language 

Proficiency Test: 

Intermediate Level 

(Noryoku Shiken III)

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid The purpose of this course is to equip students with full 

knowledge about Japanese Language Proficiency Test level N3. 

Students are expected to have a brief understand kanji, moji goi, 

dokkai, and choukai in N3 level. In this course students will learn 

Japanese Language Proficiency test by using Goukaku Dekiru 

Nihongo Nouryoku Shiken N3 book.

LO1  - Read Students are able to read words, 

sentences, and paragraphs given in the test, 

LO2  - Give examples Students are able to give 

examples of vocabulary and grammar usage 

other than samples given in the test questions, 

LO3  - Choose Students are able to choose the 

right answer from choices given in the test

260 Humanities Sastra Jepang JAPN6116025 Japanese Corporate Culture 

and Management (Nihon 

No Kigyou Bunka to 

Maneejimento )

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course describes Japanese corporate culture such as 

negotiating, etiquette, Japanese management style and business 

strategies. This course helps students for doing business with 

Japanese

LO1  - Define Japan's business culture, LO2  - 

Describe Japan's corporate culture and the 

challenges, LO3  - Summarise the combination 

of cultural facts and extensive descriptions of 

Japanese Corporate Culture, LO4  - Analyze 

the Japanese Corporate Culture

261 Humanities Sastra Jepang JAPN6176025 Japanese Business Culture 

and Communication (Nihon 

Bijinesu Bunka to 

Komyunikeeshon)

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

262 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6019028 Criminal Procedural Law 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Criminal procedural law is part of public law and basic course 

which must be participating by all second year students. This 

Course provides Criminal Procedural Law from both theoretical 

and contextual practices in Indonesia. It provides students not 

only with general legal principle but also with case studies for 

understanding to analyze the implementation of Criminal 

Procedural Law. It gives student broad knowledge of the 

Criminal Procedural Law and useful for the legal professionals in 

Indonesia. It is related to Criminal Law, Human Rights Law 

Courses and Rules of Evidences Law.

LO1  - underline criminal procedural law 

principles , LO2  - describe criminal procedural 

law process and mechanism , LO3  - discover 

criminal procedural law problems , LO4  - 

analyze the problems using criminal 

procedural law principles

263 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6052028 Bankruptcy Law 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course discusses the basic concept of bankruptcy and 

suspension of the payment. The course provides fundamental 

legal principles of bankruptcy and payment suspension and also 

teaches case studies. It provides the students a broad 

understanding of the bankruptcy and suspension of payment as 

a basic to being a legal professional.

LO1  - identify the legal aspect of bankruptcy 

and suspension of payment, LO2  - describe 

characteristic of bankruptcy  and suspension 

of payment, LO3  - solve the bankruptcy and 

suspension of payment’s case study

264 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6163028 Civil and Administrative 

Procedural Law

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Civil and administrativeprocedural law is part of private law and 

a basic course that all second-year students must participate in. 

This Course provides Civil and Administrative Procedural Law 

from both theoretical and contextual practices in Indonesia. It 

provides students with general legal principles and case studies 

for understanding to analyze the implementation of Civil and 

Administrative Procedural Law. It gives students a broad 

knowledge of Civil and AdministrativeProcedural Law and useful 

for legal professionals in Indonesia.

LO1  - underline civil and administrative 

procedural law principles , LO2  - describe civil 

and administrative procedural law process and 

mechanism , LO3  - classify civil and 

administrative procedural law problems , LO4  - 

analyze civil and administrative procedural law 

problems 
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265 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6172028 Environmental and Natural 

Resources Law

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course examines the the principles and concepts in 

environmental law and other natural resources in Indonesia and 

the law enforcement as well to to gain the sustainable living 

environment

LO1  - state the principles and concepts of 

environmental law, LO2  - describe the 

principles and concepts of environmental law, 

LO3  - classify the principles and concepts and 

cases of environmental law and how to 

implement the law in each of case

266 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6173028 Business and Corporate 

Crime

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Business and Corporate Crime is a course designed for second 

years students. The student had to enrol in criminal law and 

criminal procedural courses prior attend this course.The course 

discusses business crime and corporate criminal responsibility.

LO1  - underline the principles and theory 

about business and corporate crime, LO2  - 

explain the legal problems relate business and 

corporate crime , LO3  - interpret the 

regulations relate business and corporate 

crime, LO4  - criticize the implementation of 

regulations relate business and corporate 

crime

267 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6174028 Contract & Legislative 

Drafting

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course examines how to draftbusiness contract and 

legislative document. To completion of this course students are 

expected not only to examinethe principles, validity and 

anatomy of contract but alsothe basic principles of drafting 

legislative document.

LO1  - define the principles, validity and 

anatomy of contract and  the basic principles 

of drafting legislative document, LO2  - explain 

the principles, validity and anatomy of 

contract and the basic principles of drafting 

legislative document, LO3  - apply the 

principles, validity and anatomy of contract 

and the basic principles of drafting legislative 

document, LO4  - solve contract and legislative 

document drafting

268 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6176028 Tax Law 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

269 Humanities Ilmu Hukum LAWS6182028 E-Commerce & Data 

Privacy Law

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course studying is based on information and 

communication technology in law perspective focusing on 

electronic transaction and data privacy. In Indonesia regulation, 

there are only one regulation to regulate information 

specifically, namely Information and Electronic Transaction Law. 

In practice, they are a lot of legal issue regarding electronic 

commerce and data privacy because of technology development 

itself and new model of technology utilization. This course 

specifically studying law in electronic commerce and data 

privacy in Indonesian law. Technology issue about privacy also 

discussed to open student horizon about the complexity and to 

encourage student to ponder the theory about privacy and the 

law.

LO1  - recognize e-commerce and data privacy 

regulation, LO2  - apply related legislation to 

solve legal problem on e-commerce and data 

privacy, LO3  - examine legal problem and 

recommend legal solution on e-commerce and 

data privacy

270 Computer 

Science

Matematika MATH6165016 Deep Learning and 

Optimization

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL
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271 Computer 

Science

Matematika MATH6165049 Deep Learning and 

Optimization

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course provides a thorough understanding of the 

fundamental concepts and recent advances in deep learning. 

The main objective is to provide students with practical and 

theoretical foundations to use and develop deep neural 

architectures to solve challenging tasks end-to-end. The content 

of this course comprises the theoretical and practical aspects of 

Deep Learning, ranging from the history, codebase, 

experimentation workflow, model abstraction, model 

implementation, practical application, and future potential. The 

essential requirement to follow this course is basic mathematics, 

mainly Calculus and Linear Algebra. In addition, basic Python 

programming skill is required in this course. This course benefits 

the Artificial Intelligent related courses and the capability to 

apply them to real-world cases.

LO1  - explain the fundamental deep learning 

theory, LO2  - execute a proper deep learning 

experimentation workflow, LO3  - analyze 

architecture of deep learning model, LO4  - 

compose a deep learning code in Python 

programming

272 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6029005 Knowledge Management 2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course provides a comprehensive and integrated discourse 

on the various facets, emerging issues and perspectives on 

knowledge management. This course introduce students the 

content and skills necessary to strategically manage individual, 

group and organizational knowledge assets. This course is 

closely related subjects of human resources management, 

organizational behavior, management  organization, and 

strategic management

LO1  - explain basic concept of knowledge 

management, cycle, models, and knowledge 

capture  codification, LO2  - apply principles of 

knowledge sharing, application, management 

tools, strategy and the value of knowledge 

management, LO3  - demonstrate strategy and 

the implementation of Knowledge 

Management

273 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6029005 Knowledge Management 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course provides a comprehensive and integrated discourse 

on the various facets, emerging issues and perspectives on 

knowledge management. This course introduce students the 

content and skills necessary to strategically manage individual, 

group and organizational knowledge assets. This course is 

closely related subjects of human resources management, 

organizational behavior, management  organization, and 

strategic management

LO1  - explain basic concept of knowledge 

management, cycle, models, and knowledge 

capture  codification, LO2  - apply principles of 

knowledge sharing, application, management 

tools, strategy and the value of knowledge 

management, LO3  - demonstrate strategy and 

the implementation of Knowledge 

Management

274 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6145005 Compensation and 

Performance Management

2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This Course Compromises the pay model, Compensation , 

strategy, pay stucture design and matters relating to the issue of 

compensation policy and performance.This course gives student 

knowledge related to compensation and skill to design 

compensation strategy to enhance employees 

performance.Human resources management is prerequisite for 

this course

LO1  - define the general concept of 

compensation, LO2  - explain basses for pay 

and benefits, LO3  - review Compensation 

systems in organization, LO4  - illustrate 

current challenges in compensation

275 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6145005 Compensation and 

Performance Management

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This Course Compromises the pay model, Compensation , 

strategy, pay stucture design and matters relating to the issue of 

compensation policy and performance.This course gives student 

knowledge related to compensation and skill to design 

compensation strategy to enhance employees 

performance.Human resources management is prerequisite for 

this course

LO1  - define the general concept of 

compensation, LO2  - explain basses for pay 

and benefits, LO3  - review Compensation 

systems in organization, LO4  - illustrate 

current challenges in compensation

276 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6145005 Compensation and 

Performance Management

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This Course Compromises the pay model, Compensation , 

strategy, pay stucture design and matters relating to the issue of 

compensation policy and performance.This course gives student 

knowledge related to compensation and skill to design 

compensation strategy to enhance employees 

performance.Human resources management is prerequisite for 

this course

LO1  - define the general concept of 

compensation, LO2  - explain basses for pay 

and benefits, LO3  - review Compensation 

systems in organization, LO4  - illustrate 

current challenges in compensation
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277 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6341005 Strategic Management 4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course introduces strategies in the age of digital business 

transformation. As global industries grow, strategic management 

becomes crucial in monitoring international developments and 

positioning a company for long-term competitive advantage. 

Innovation uses to describe new products, facilities, new 

processes, and better organizational approaches that would 

position a company to gain strong returns. Sustainability refers 

to a set of business practices that focus on the triple bottom line 

for an organization. Each of these is a new frontier that is 

impacting the way in which businesses develop and implement 

strategy. Effective strategic management can ensure that an 

organization is adaptive and flexible enough to respond to 

environmental challenges and changes. A corporate practices in 

which a company addresses the three-legged stool of 

profitability, environmental responsibility, and social well-being 

each of these is a brand-new frontier that is reshaping business 

strategies. Strategic management can help a company adjust to 

changing environments and challenges including the digital 

business transformation. This course will provide the strategic 

tools, concepts and perspectives that will allow the students to 

explain, apply and analyze the business strategies in the digital 

disruption era.

LO1  - explain Explain basic concepts, 

principles, and issues of Strategic 

Management, LO2  - apply Apply basic 

concepts, principles, and issues of Strategic 

Management, LO3  - analyze Analyze current 

issues of Strategic Management in digital 

business transformation.

278 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6341005 Strategic Management 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course introduces strategies in the age of digital business 

transformation. As global industries grow, strategic management 

becomes crucial in monitoring international developments and 

positioning a company for long-term competitive advantage. 

Innovation uses to describe new products, facilities, new 

processes, and better organizational approaches that would 

position a company to gain strong returns. Sustainability refers 

to a set of business practices that focus on the triple bottom line 

for an organization. Each of these is a new frontier that is 

impacting the way in which businesses develop and implement 

strategy. Effective strategic management can ensure that an 

organization is adaptive and flexible enough to respond to 

environmental challenges and changes. A corporate practices in 

which a company addresses the three-legged stool of 

profitability, environmental responsibility, and social well-being 

each of these is a brand-new frontier that is reshaping business 

strategies. Strategic management can help a company adjust to 

changing environments and challenges including the digital 

business transformation. This course will provide the strategic 

tools, concepts and perspectives that will allow the students to 

explain, apply and analyze the business strategies in the digital 

disruption era.

LO1  - explain Explain basic concepts, 

principles, and issues of Strategic 

Management, LO2  - apply Apply basic 

concepts, principles, and issues of Strategic 

Management, LO3  - analyze Analyze current 

issues of Strategic Management in digital 

business transformation.
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279 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6341005 Strategic Management 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course introduces strategies in the age of digital business 

transformation. As global industries grow, strategic management 

becomes crucial in monitoring international developments and 

positioning a company for long-term competitive advantage. 

Innovation uses to describe new products, facilities, new 

processes, and better organizational approaches that would 

position a company to gain strong returns. Sustainability refers 

to a set of business practices that focus on the triple bottom line 

for an organization. Each of these is a new frontier that is 

impacting the way in which businesses develop and implement 

strategy. Effective strategic management can ensure that an 

organization is adaptive and flexible enough to respond to 

environmental challenges and changes. A corporate practices in 

which a company addresses the three-legged stool of 

profitability, environmental responsibility, and social well-being 

each of these is a brand-new frontier that is reshaping business 

strategies. Strategic management can help a company adjust to 

changing environments and challenges including the digital 

business transformation. This course will provide the strategic 

tools, concepts and perspectives that will allow the students to 

explain, apply and analyze the business strategies in the digital 

disruption era.

LO1  - explain Explain basic concepts, 

principles, and issues of Strategic 

Management, LO2  - apply Apply basic 

concepts, principles, and issues of Strategic 

Management, LO3  - analyze Analyze current 

issues of Strategic Management in digital 

business transformation.

280 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6365005 Current Issue in Service 

Business and Technology

2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course will cover topics related to business trends including 

shifts, digitization, sustainable business, and other trends in 

current business world. This course also provides knowledge on 

Enterprise Resource Planning to provide students with insights 

on how real life ERP practice is conducted.

LO1  - explain Explain current issues and 

trends in business, LO2  - apply Apply 

management theories and relevant 

technologies to solve business problems , LO3  

- identify Understand the application of ERP in 

business world
281 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6370005 E-Business for International 

Business

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid This course isstructuredto review, plan and implement ae-

business strategy for all types ofbusiness and organizations 

globally.This course also offers a comprehensive introduction to 

the theory and practice of e-business and e-commerce 

managementandan international approachwitha good balance 

between the technical and managerial topics of central 

importance to developing an understanding of this subject.Itis 

specificallygiving all new case studies providing examples of 

organisations and their experiences of digital business and e-

commerce. In addition, it alsointroducing the concepts of digital 

business transformation and growth hackingto keep pace with 

technology, strategy and implementation.

LO1  - describe the definition and challenges 

of e-business in International business in the 

current era, LO2  - apply study skills 

knowledge to practical situation of e-business 

in international business, LO3  - explain the 

core and main idea about e-business problems 

and how to solved in international business 

for specific cases

282 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata MGMT6408022 Strategic Management for 

Tourism

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid The course introduces students to basic strategic management 

concepts in the context of tourism, hospitality, and events while 

bringing theory to life with numerous case studies and examples 

from the sector.

LO1  - identify Strategy and strategic 

objectives the tourism, hospitality and events 

contexts, LO2  - describe Internal  External 

Environment , LO3  - demonstrate Strategic 

Selection, LO4  - analyze Strategic 

implementation and strategy in theory and 

practice
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283 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MGMT6419005 Service Management 

Fundamental

2 2 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

284 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MKTG6021005 Customer Relationship 

Management

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Social Media enables customers to connect and share online. 

Consumers spend 1.2 hours each day on Social Media, so 

organizations are forced to communicate through this channel, 

which enables two-way dialogue. CRM, or Customer 

Relationship Management, involves developing relationships via 

this new media, remaining customer-centric by communicating 

where the customer is.

LO1  - describe The World of Social CRM, LO2  - 

analyze The Social CRM Process and Strategy, 

LO3  - apply The Concept Social CRM in The 

Modern Context

285 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Manajemen MKTG6021005 Customer Relationship 

Management

2 2 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid Social Media enables customers to connect and share online. 

Consumers spend 1.2 hours each day on Social Media, so 

organizations are forced to communicate through this channel, 

which enables two-way dialogue. CRM, or Customer 

Relationship Management, involves developing relationships via 

this new media, remaining customer-centric by communicating 

where the customer is.

LO1  - describe The World of Social CRM, LO2  - 

analyze The Social CRM Process and Strategy, 

LO3  - apply The Concept Social CRM in The 

Modern Context

286 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika MOBI6009001 Mobile Multimedia 

Solution

4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Mobile Multimedia Solution is a subject in Mobile Application & 

Technology Program that gives students the knowledge about 

the basic concept of Swift language and main features of iOS 

Platform. Learning Mobile Multimedia Solution will give students 

the ability to learn and develop mobile applications for a larger 

market based on iOS Platform. After completing this course, 

students should be able to know the fundamental knowledge 

about mobile application programming, design and develop 

mobile applications based on iOS Platform.

LO1  - Define The iOS Platform Concept and 

Swift Language, LO2  - Describe User Interface 

Components and the Main Features of iOS 

Platform, LO3  - Demonstrate Simple iOS 

Programs using the Main Features of iOS 

Platform, LO4  - Construct Mobile Application 

based on iOS Platform

287 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika MOBI6026001 Mobile Cloud Computing 4 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Mobile Cloud Computing is a subject in Computer Science that 

give students knowledge about concept of flutter framework 

and able to develop application using flutter framework with 

web services and database.

LO1  - explain the Flutter framework Concept, 

LO2  - describe user interface component and 

the main feature of Flutter, LO3  - apply Web 

Services based on Firebase, LO4  - construct 

mobile application based on flutter with Web 

Services

288 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika MOBI6057001 Wearable Technology 2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Wearable Technology is a subject in Mobile Application and 

Technology that gives students the knowledge about XR: how it 

works and how to implement main capabilities of XR in a mobile 

application. Learning the Wearable Technology course will give 

students the ability todevelop applications for future mobile 

devices (eye and haptic wear) in a mixed environment of virtual 

and real objects. After completing this course, students should 

be able to know the basic concepts of XR, the main capabilities 

of XR, and be able to build XR solution.

LO1  - define terminologies related to XR, 

Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, and Mixed 

Reality, LO2  - explain how XR works and the 

enabler technology for XR, LO3  - build XR 

solution to solve real problem
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289 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6138027 Lifespan Development 4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course covers human growth and development which 

emphasizes major theories and perspectives as they relate to the 

physical, cognitive and socio-emotional aspects of development 

from conception to death. Upon successful completion of this 

course, students would be able to demonstrate knowledge of 

development across the life span. This course is related to 

personality and clinical psychology.

LO1  - Explain major theories of development 

and developmental concepts across the life 

span, LO2  - Describe physical, cognitive, social 

and emotional development from prenatal 

period to death, LO3  - Discuss researches and 

contemporary issues on various topics in 

Developmental Psychology, LO4  - Analyze 

personal development using concepts and 

theories in Developmental Psychology

290 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6138027 Lifespan Development 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course covers human growth and development which 

emphasizes major theories and perspectives as they relate to the 

physical, cognitive and socio-emotional aspects of development 

from conception to death. Upon successful completion of this 

course, students would be able to demonstrate knowledge of 

development across the life span. This course is related to 

personality and clinical psychology.

LO1  - Explain major theories of development 

and developmental concepts across the life 

span, LO2  - Describe physical, cognitive, social 

and emotional development from prenatal 

period to death, LO3  - Discuss researches and 

contemporary issues on various topics in 

Developmental Psychology, LO4  - Analyze 

personal development using concepts and 

theories in Developmental Psychology

291 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6167027 Industrial and 

Organizational Psychology

4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid Industrial and Organizational Psychology is an academic subject 

and a profession which focuses on human behaviour related to 

organizations, work and productivity. It applies psychological 

principles to the workplace. The purpose of this course is to 

introduce the undergraduate psychology student to both 

academic and professional aspects of organizational and work 

psychology. The course begins with a chapter to give the 

students an insight into the domain of organizational and work 

psychology, the development of the field of organizational and 

work psychology, tasks and competencies of organizational and 

work psychologists, and careers in organizational and work 

psychology.

LO1  - identify major concepts, theories, and 

topics in I/O psychology, LO2  - recognize 

strengths and limitations in the research 

methods used in I/O psychology, LO3  - 

explain the ways that theory and research in 

I/O psychology might be applied in the 

workplace

292 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6167027 Industrial and 

Organizational Psychology

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Industrial and Organizational Psychology is an academic subject 

and a profession which focuses on human behaviour related to 

organizations, work and productivity. It applies psychological 

principles to the workplace. The purpose of this course is to 

introduce the undergraduate psychology student to both 

academic and professional aspects of organizational and work 

psychology. The course begins with a chapter to give the 

students an insight into the domain of organizational and work 

psychology, the development of the field of organizational and 

work psychology, tasks and competencies of organizational and 

work psychologists, and careers in organizational and work 

psychology.

LO1  - identify major concepts, theories, and 

topics in I/O psychology, LO2  - recognize 

strengths and limitations in the research 

methods used in I/O psychology, LO3  - 

explain the ways that theory and research in 

I/O psychology might be applied in the 

workplace
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293 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6195027 Consumer Psychology 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid This course study consumer behavior, its development, 

interdisciplinary nature, and the impact of technology on 

consumption pattern. Describe the steps and techniques of 

consumer behavior research, examine market segmentation, 

targeting, and positioning and demonstrate how consumer 

behavior variable provide the framework for strategically  

segmenting and targeting selected market. Comprehensive 

picture of consumer psychology. They describes the 

psychological concepts that account for individual behavior and 

demonstrate how these dimensions influence the individual’s 

consumption related behavior. This course will examine how 

communication links consumers as individuals to the world and 

people around them. Provide a detailed picture of the social and 

cultural dimensions of consumer behavior. The student can 

explain how these factors affect the attitude and behavior of 

individuals, and demonstrate how in-depth knowledge of social 

and behavioral concept enable marketers to achieve their 

marketing objectives.   The students will also learn about how to 

generate new business model which idea and opportunity 

related consumer psychology. The students not only learn 

theory but also have to able implementing its theory by 

analyzing customer insight and market research, 

product/services development, business environment  from idea 

and opportunity of business related to consumer psychology.  In 

the end of this session the students must propose a potential 

business project related to co

LO1  - Discuss the origin, methods, facts, and 

principles of psychology to people as 

consumer also idea and opportunity about 

business project which suitable, LO2  - Analyze 

knowledge in marketing strategies setting and 

potential business project , LO3  - Integrate 

knowledge in the marketing strategies and the 

showcased potential business project
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294 Humanities Psikologi PSYC6195027 Consumer Psychology 4 4 Greater JKT-

Bekasi

5 Hybrid This course study consumer behavior, its development, 

interdisciplinary nature, and the impact of technology on 

consumption pattern. Describe the steps and techniques of 

consumer behavior research, examine market segmentation, 

targeting, and positioning and demonstrate how consumer 

behavior variable provide the framework for strategically  

segmenting and targeting selected market. Comprehensive 

picture of consumer psychology. They describes the 

psychological concepts that account for individual behavior and 

demonstrate how these dimensions influence the individual’s 

consumption related behavior. This course will examine how 

communication links consumers as individuals to the world and 

people around them. Provide a detailed picture of the social and 

cultural dimensions of consumer behavior. The student can 

explain how these factors affect the attitude and behavior of 

individuals, and demonstrate how in-depth knowledge of social 

and behavioral concept enable marketers to achieve their 

marketing objectives.   The students will also learn about how to 

generate new business model which idea and opportunity 

related consumer psychology. The students not only learn 

theory but also have to able implementing its theory by 

analyzing customer insight and market research, 

product/services development, business environment  from idea 

and opportunity of business related to consumer psychology.  In 

the end of this session the students must propose a potential 

business project related to co

LO1  - Discuss the origin, methods, facts, and 

principles of psychology to people as 

consumer also idea and opportunity about 

business project which suitable, LO2  - Analyze 

knowledge in marketing strategies setting and 

potential business project , LO3  - Integrate 

knowledge in the marketing strategies and the 

showcased potential business project

295 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi RSCH6008019 Quantitative and 

Qualitative Research 

Methods in 

Communication Context

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Researching human communication is, at heart, simply a journey 

from not knowing something to knowing something or to 

knowing something more about human communication. 

Certainly it is interesting and intellectually rewarding. Virtual 

realities, social networking, web chat, soap operas, family 

dynamics, podcasts, advertising, tweets, and group decision 

making are just a few manifestations of the complex interactions 

that we call human communication and that we can research. It 

also offers a comprehensive and in-depth review of the field and 

a set of guidelines for how to think about, plan, and carry out 

communication studies in social context.

LO1  - define the assumptions and decisions 

that every researcher makes, consciously or 

unconsciously, LO2  - describe the research 

problem in communication study and the 

implications for research under perspectives, 

LO3  - apply the research systematically, 

precisely, and completely in the scope of 

communication, LO4  - analyze the advantages 

and disadvantages of graphics (quantitative) 

versus text (qualitative) for explaining 

research findings
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296 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Ilmu Komunikasi RSCH6008019 Quantitative and 

Qualitative Research 

Methods in 

Communication Context

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid Researching human communication is, at heart, simply a journey 

from not knowing something to knowing something or to 

knowing something more about human communication. 

Certainly it is interesting and intellectually rewarding. Virtual 

realities, social networking, web chat, soap operas, family 

dynamics, podcasts, advertising, tweets, and group decision 

making are just a few manifestations of the complex interactions 

that we call human communication and that we can research. It 

also offers a comprehensive and in-depth review of the field and 

a set of guidelines for how to think about, plan, and carry out 

communication studies in social context.

LO1  - define the assumptions and decisions 

that every researcher makes, consciously or 

unconsciously, LO2  - describe the research 

problem in communication study and the 

implications for research under perspectives, 

LO3  - apply the research systematically, 

precisely, and completely in the scope of 

communication, LO4  - analyze the advantages 

and disadvantages of graphics (quantitative) 

versus text (qualitative) for explaining 

research findings

297 Computer 

Science

Statistika STAT6157049 Data Mining and 

Visualization

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

298 Computer 

Science

Statistika STAT6158049 Data Management and 

Organization

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

299 Accounting Akuntansi TAXN6020020 Taxation Management and 

Strategy

4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

300 Accounting Akuntansi TAXN6020020 Taxation Management and 

Strategy

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

301 Accounting Akuntansi TAXN6038020 Taxation Laboratory 4 4 Greater JKT-

Alam Sutera

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

302 Accounting Akuntansi TAXN6038020 Taxation Laboratory 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

303 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata TRSM6141022 Tourism Destination and 

Planning Management

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid The subject of Tourism Destination and Planning Management 

seeks to learn about tourism planning and tourism management 

in general andthrough several broad concept of tourism. In this 

course, we will also learn about the tourism planning in 

Indonesia (related to the regulation) and implement our 

knowledge bydirectly plan a chosen destination

LO1  - define the nature of tourism planning 

and several concept of tourism development, 

LO2  - explain the tourism planning and 

regulation exist in Indonesia , LO3  - 

demonstrate tourism planning in a selected 

destination by making planning report and 

video  based on the guideline, LO4  - analyze 

the visitor management and destination 

management on the planned destination

304 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata TRSM6143022 Ecotourism and Sustainable 

Development

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid The course seeks to outline the key concepts of sustainable 

toursm development and explores the principles underlying 

ecotouris. By the end of this course, students will have 

addressed how the relation between tourism and sustainable 

development is conceptualised and studied and will be able to 

critically reflect on sustainable tourism practices of tourism 

businesses, NGOs and governmental organisations in a 

destination

LO1  - identify the essence of ecotourism, LO2  

- describe criteria used to define ecotourism, 

LO3  - discover topics and issues important to 

ecotourism, LO4  - analyze best practices of 

ecotourism

305 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata TRSM6144022 Facilities Design for 

Tourism Destination

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid Facilities Design for Tourism Destination provides examination of 

the concept of project management, physical evidence and 

design, and their application in the context of tourism, 

hospitality, and events facilities.

NULL

306 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata TRSM6184022 Travel Industry 4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL
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307 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata TRSM6196022 Tourism Community 

Empowerment

2 2 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

308 Digital 

Communication 

and Hotel & 

Tourism

Destinasi Pariwisata TRSM6208022 Tourism Innovation and 

Product Development

4 4 Greater JKT-

Kemanggisan

5 Hybrid NULL NULL

309 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika 

(Bandung)

COMP6472031 Algorithm Design and 

Analysis

4 4 Bandung 2 Luring The course describes fundamental concept of design and 

analysis of algorithms in order to calculate time and space 

computation, complexity, and compare design algorithm 

methods. It gives the students knowledge of several algorithm 

that enable students for designing a good algorithm

LO1  -  Explain fundamental concept of 

analysis algorithms, LO2  -  Apply algorithm 

techniques and methods, LO3  -  Solve a 

problem using specific algorithm, LO4  -  

Compare several algorithm design methods

310 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika 

(Bandung)

COMP6757031 Computer Vision in 

Internet of Things

4 2 2 Bandung 2 Luring NULL NULL

311 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika 

(Bandung)

COMP6627031 Portable Operating System 

Interface

4 2 2 Bandung 2 Luring This course presents a basic portable internet system of things 

that allows the company's Internet of Things (IoT) to be created 

and distributed which starts with basic and common IoT 

introductions and continues with the IoT architecture, from 

simple applications with raspberry pi to the final layer of 

implementation of Raspberry pi to industry. This gives students 

knowledge about how to build a company and make sensors for 

the needs of smart home to smart city. This course is related to 

all IoT concentrations

LO1  - describe knowledge and understanding 

of Internet of Things (IoT) concepts and 

techniques, LO2  - define problems design and 

development Internet of Things (IoT) 

principles for specific problems, LO3  - select 

Internet of Things (IoT) techniques criteria and 

specifications appropriate to solving problems

312 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Kewirausahaan 

(Bandung)

ENPR6143032 Introduction to 

Entrepreneurship and 

Business

4 4 Bandung 3 Luring NULL NULL

313 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Kewirausahaan 

(Bandung)

ENPR6137032 Commercializing Emerging 

Technology

4 2 2 Bandung 3 Luring NULL NULL

314 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Kewirausahaan 

(Bandung)

ENPR6136032 Marketing for Entrepreneur 4 4 Bandung 3 Luring NULL NULL

315 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Kewirausahaan 

(Bandung)

ENTR6987032 Creative and Cultural 

Entrepreneurship

2 2 Bandung 3 Luring This course aims to understand and develop a new business 

opportunity from an existing creative industries business 

practice or to identify how to create a new creative industries 

business that consider the cultural aspects that affects in the 

local and global environments. This course also develops 

student’s business abilities and traits in managing and 

developing their creative industries in a competitive market and 

studying the consumer behavior. This course will expand 

students' horizons in this fast-moving industry, showing them 

how to find the opportunities and use their knowledge to take 

advantage of them.

LO1  - explain the relation of culture and 

entrepreneurship in the creative industries, 

LO2  - analyze the creativity, culture, and 

entrepreneurship process in the business 

planning and development, LO3  - apply the 

cultural and creative business concept in the 

business planning and development

316 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Kewirausahaan 

(Bandung)

MKTG6225032 Digital Marketing 4 2 2 Bandung 3 Hybrid This course comprises digital marketing fundamentals, digital 

strategy development and digital marketing practice. These 

elements will help students understand digital marketing in the 

real world, so that they will able to create marketing strategy 

based on digital and also compete in digital era.

LO1  - define Define the digital marketing 

fundamentals, LO2  - explain Explain the 

development of digital strategy, LO3  - design 

Design Marketing communications using 

digital media channels
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317 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Kewirausahaan 

(Bandung)

ENTR6985032 Business Plan 6 4 2 Bandung 3 Hybrid An Important tool that helps people who intends to start a new 

business is a business plan. A business plan is a written 

document that carefully explains every aspect of a new venture. 

For most business, a business plan serves two functions. Inside 

the firm, the plan helps a company develop a “blueprint” to 

follow in executing its strategies and plan. Outside the firm, it 

introduces potential investors and other stakeholders, to the 

business opportunity which firm pursuing and how it plans to 

pursue it.The purpose of this subject is to help students learn 

how to write a business plan and immerses the student in the 

process of thinking through issues that are important in starting 

the business.

LO1  - classify Classifying a business idea and 

screening the idea (or ideas) to set preliminary 

feasibility., LO2  - analyze Analyzing the 

feasibility of business ideas before entering 

the business planning process., LO3  - apply 

Applying all data collected into an effective 

business plan and presenting i

318 Design Desain Interior 

(Bandung)

CIVL6128033 Material Knowledge in 

Interior Design

2 2 Bandung 2 Hybrid This course contain of most artificial building materials for 

interior projects, it includes polymer, glass, ceramic, fibre and 

paint. The advantage in using this materials, the characteristic of 

materials and how to apply in interior projects are the main idea 

of this course.

LO1  - collect Collective material and Describe 

the strength and weakness of artificial building 

material in interior and furniture, LO2  - 

classify Classify the type, process, 

characteristic and installing techniques of 

various artificial building material, LO3  - apply 

Apply the artificial material which is 

appropriate for interior and furniture projects

319 Design Desain Interior 

(Bandung)

DSGN6753033 Interior Drawing 4 4 Bandung 2 Luring At the end of this course, student eill understand the structure 

of shape and its aspects required in drawing one point 

perspective and two point perspective. In addition, they will be 

able to consider the proportional and aesthetical aspects in 

drawing perspective with rendering techniques applying water 

color, pencil color and marker

LO1  -  Identify the elements of design, LO2  -  

Apply one and two point perspective drawing, 

LO3  -  Combine different material in 

rendering perspective drawing, LO4  -  Prepare 

perspective drawing for interior project 

presentation

320 Design Desain Interior 

(Bandung)

DSGN6752033 Sense of Design 4 4 Bandung 2 Luring This course comprises basic knowledge and skills of design 

principles and theories. this course also gives student capability 

to explore a design concept within the context of the design 

process and enables them to create abstract design using 2D and 

3D models. Basic elements of design will be introduced through 

2D and 3D projects and color theory will be covered through the 

projects.

LO1  -  Reproduce abstract design which 

composing 2d and 3d object using principles 

and elements of design, LO2  -  Give examples 

of different design composition that consists 

of variety of shapes and forms, LO3  -  Apply 

elements and principles of design on various 

design concepts, forms and spaces

321 Design Desain Interior 

(Bandung)

ARCH6118033 Interior Technical Drawing 4 4 Bandung 2 Luring This course comprises a basic knowledge for construction 

drawing to prepare an interior and furniture design project in 

standardized drawing. It is a language of drawing that giving 

information from an interior/furniture designer to the 

applicator. It related with Interior Design I-V, Furniture Design I 

&ndash; IV and Building Construction I-II

LO1  -  Explain the knowledge and methods of 

Interior Technical Drawing basic tools, LO2  -  

Apply the methods of basic Interior Technical 

Drawing , LO3  -  Create the interior and 

furniture draw in general and details for 

interior design project
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322 Design Desain Interior 

(Bandung)

CIVL6129033 Interior Design and 

Sustainable Living

2 2 Bandung 2 Hybrid This course is an interdisciplinary introduction for sustainable 

design, with emphasis on the built environment. Students will 

learn the concept of sustainable buildings  other infrastructure, 

design with low to no impact on the environment. At the end 

ofthis course, students will be able to think and see from 

multiple perspectives about sustainable in interior design. They 

understand the environmentally responsible approach and make 

design decisions that are ethical and do not harm the world’s 

environment.

LO1  - define the concept of sustainable design 

with emphasis on the built environment, LO2  - 

explain the multiple discipline perspectives in 

interior projects, LO3  - apply  the 

methodology in design process 

323 Design Desain Interior 

(Bandung)

DSGN6696033 Computer 2D Drawing 4 4 Bandung 2 Luring The primary of this course is to teach the student the basic 

commands necessary for professional 2D drawing, design, and 

drafting using AutoCAD.

LO1  - Create Create two-dimensional objects 

completely, LO2  - design Design AutoCAD 

drawing tools for two-dimensional Interior 

drawing project, LO3  - produce Produce 

AutoCAD drawing two-dimensional Interior 

drawing project Accurately

324 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Kewirausahaan 

(Malang)

ENTR6665002 Managing Innovation for 

Business Sustainability

4 4 Malang 5 Hybrid This course comprises fundamentals approaches for 

innovations, development of innovation and practice in 

business. These elements will help students understand how to 

manage the innovation in the real world, so that they will be 

able to create innovation and also gaining competitive 

advantage with innovation for business sustainability.

LO1  - explain Explain the concept of 

innovation in core business process, 

organization, products or services for 

entrepreneurship and or new ventures, LO2  - 

apply Apply the innovation with strategies, 

collaboration, for competitive products or 

services in the entrepreneurship and or new 

ventures, LO3  - analyze Analyse the 

innovation for business value and business 

sustainability for entrepreneurship and or new 

ventures

325 BINUS Business 

School 

Undergraduate

Kewirausahaan 

(Malang)

ENPR6007002 Disruptive Strategy & 

Innovation

2 2 Malang 5 Hybrid  Disruptive Strategy and Innovation is a course that will help 

students to understand disruptive strategy innovation that will 

help students understand about disruption of innovation as a 

whole. This course also explains how innovation occurs by 

mapping related innovations. students are also able to 

understand how innovation in the digital age and how 

disruption can affect business. Students also get an explanation 

of various events of disruption from company leaders, business 

processes, corporate culture, brand building and social goals. 

Students will also get an explanation about the development of 

the era of disruption, namely society 5.0.

 LO 1: Describe the disruptive and innovation 

business opportunities  based on 

philosophies, concept, function and processes 

for new business opportunities (start-up 

business) creatively and innovatively

LO 2: Explain  the disruption and innovation 

business by considering business 

opportunities that can improve the local and 

national economy

LO 3: Apply the right value to create a creative 

business and collaboration in the disruption 

and innovation business by considering 

business opportunities.

LO 4: Analyze the disruptive and innovation 

business analysis for business decision making 

to support local and even national economic 

activities

326 Design Desain Interior 

(Malang)

DSGN6902023 Interior Design and 

Technology

2 2 Malang 5 Hybrid NULL NULL
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327 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika 

(Malang)

COMP6678004 Big Data Analytics for 

Business

4 4 Malang 3 Hybrid This course consists of big data analytics concepts and 

techniques for extracting knowledge from big data sources. 

Topics and related analytical methods discussed in this class 

include: big data introduction, classification and prediction 

analysis, association and correlations analysis, cluster analysis 

and outlier detection analysis. This course gives student 

competency to apply and solve problems by applying data 

analytics concepts and techniques (how to apply them and when 

they are applicable).

LO1  - define Define big data analytics 

concepts and the use for business, LO2  - 

describe Describe the collection of data and 

techniques for pre-processing the data before 

applying analytics, LO3  - apply Apply big data 

analytics and visualization, LO4  - analyze 

Analyse trends related to big data analytics 

and big data case studies

328 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika 

(Malang)

COMP6679004 Web Programming** 4 4 Malang 3 Hybrid Web Programming course gives a guidance how the way to 

design and develop a Static and dynamic website. This subject 

explains the concept of web programming with PHP (Hypertext 

Preprocessor - is a widely-used open source general-purpose 

scripting language that is especially suited for web development 

and can be embedded into HTML.) in general and guides student 

to create dynamic web applications. This subject is also an 

embedded- entrepreneurship Business Project II subject. It also 

explains the concept of entrepreneurship and business related 

to Computer Science field

LO1  - explain concept of web programming, 

LO2  - choose a proper web programming 

technic to build web based application, LO3  - 

build a web based application that complies 

with the requirements

329 Computer 

Science

Teknik Informatika 

(Malang)

COMP6768004 Multimedia Systems 2 2 Malang 3 Hybrid This course consists of interactive multimedia principles, 

multimedia elements, design processes, augmented reality-

virtual reality, making simple applications, and matters related to 

the latest multimedia developments and technologies. By 

completing this course students will have basic knowledge 

related to multimedia and be able to develop simple multimedia. 

This course is a prerequisite for the Interactive Multimedia 

concentration.

LO-1 : Explain interactive multimedia and 

multimedia elements

LO-2 : Choose suitable multimedia elements 

for multimedia applications

LO-3 : Create simple multimedia application

LO-4 : Choose the multimedia delivery 

methods for multimedia applications

330 Economics & 

Communication

Ilmu Komunikasi 

(Malang)

COMM6270012 Psychology of 

Communication

2 2 Malang 5 Hybrid This course is captured comprehensive understanding of 

psychological approaches to communication performing both 

basic concept and applied areas of the psychology of 

communication. After learning this material, students should be 

able to understand, identify and analyze various logical concept 

related to psychology of communication.

LO1  -  Describe basic understanding on 

psychology of communication., LO2  -  Apply 

the logic of key concepts used in the scope of 

psychology of communication., LO3  -  Analyze 

various psychological communication issues in 

society

331 Economics & 

Communication

Ilmu Komunikasi 

(Malang)

COMM6276012 Intercultural 

Communication

4 4 Malang 5 Hybrid This course comprises basic knowledge and principles of 

relationship between communication and culture, which cannot 

be separated. It gives the students knowledge of the influence of 

globalization; perception and communication; language, cultural 

identity and cultural patterns; cultural influence on business and 

educational setting; and intercultural communication 

competence.

LO1  -  Explain the basic concepts of 

intercultural communication and its 

applications in daily activities., LO2  -  Identify 

the aspects of culture in intercultural 

communication process., LO3  -  Analyze the 

condition of cultural setting which affects 

communication pattern., LO4  -  Apply 

appropriate communication strategies in 

multicultural settings.
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